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BOULTON’S EIGHTH ANNUAL 
FAIR A  GRAND SUCCESS
T«Ul Attudance is Larger 
Than Ever Before
Cyrus W. Bonn of Hodgdon showed 
a small hord of Aberdoon Angus cattle.
A. M. Nason of Monticollo exhibited 
a handsome Durham bull.
Robt. Peabody of West Houlton
REDUCTION IN
INSURANCE RATES
Guy ('. Porter Insurance Agency 
wishes to announce that insurance on 
village' property as well as potato in­
surance has been materially reduced 
and those having such property, who 
wish to have it insured, may get it at
NEW CLEVELAND CAR
WILL MAKE DEBUT
This is to be Cleveland week 
throughout the country. The makers 
of the Cleveland car, about which there 
has been so much talk for so long, have 
arranged with distributors in all the 
big centres for a display of the new car 
To make it effective tin' company is
IMPORTANT MATTERS FOR 
EVERY VOTER MONDAY
10 per cent less than the rates which placing full-page advertisements in the
have been in existence since the war.
The deal, whereby it was reported 
that Mr. Porter had disposed of his 
Insurance business did not go through 
and he is still in business at the old 
stand and will give any information
to those who
The eighth anna! Fair of the Houl- i showed a small herd of young Jersey
ton Agricultural Society has passed in- rattle and a beautiful Holstein bull,
to history as the .finest exhibition o f! Walter Bennett of Limestone show- 
Its kind ever given. ed several cattle of the Holstein breed.
The weatljerfor the ^our days, Aug j The Holstein class had a splendid relative to the new rates
St, 27, 28 2t, which always plays such representation several good sized herds wish it.
and som% smaller entries.
The Holstein breed always attracts POTATOES
attention from the snow white and 1 Local buyers are paying $3 per bar-
an important part in such events was 
for the most part, such as did not in­
terfere la any way with the schedule, 
although the . clouds may have kept 
•one people away, but it was their 
loss.
There were a number of things 
which stand out above everything else, 
which ao matter haw large similiar 
events may he, they cannot surpass 
the Houlton ffalr of 1919 The exhibit 
of blooded cattle could not be sur­
passed by any Fair and the trotting 
was the best ever seen on any track 
la  Maine. &iery heat was a race, in 
every class the starters were all 
hunched, and the 2.12 race on Friday, 
Sheets In 2.10%, 2.09%, 2.10%. Well,
leading papers from coast to coast giv­
ing a view of the car. together with de. 
scription and specifications. Beginning 
Tuesday morning the new arrival will 
be display in the salesroom of the 
( ’hander Motors of New England in 
Portland, Maine. So will the new 
('handler coupe and sedan.
AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
A number of automobile accidents
An Explanation of The Dif­
ferent Amendments
Every voier intero: ted in the 
fare of the state should attend 
special election on Monday and 
upon the Five Amendments.
Amendment One
The present law provides that com­
missioned officers of Militia companies 
shall be elected by the members of
block markings they also yield an im- rej although digging has not commenc- ”/ amInor natllre haPPened last week, such companies. Voting “No" will
many farmers heine. h,le this was to be exPe(ted from teave this as it is. Voting “ Yes" willmense quantity of milk. ed in earnest, y f r ers bei g
Among the noted herds on exhibition busy with harvesting, 
is that of the Summitt Farm of David- The Produce News says:
son, Maine owned by Ora Gilpatrick The market has settled down on a
of this town, with Mr. Bailey, supt. of fairly steady basis with inquiry some- 
the farm in charge o f.35 selected from what better than it has been the last 
his large herd for this exhibit each few weeks. Receipts of white pota- 
animal in the herd is Federal tested toes on Friday are not unusually 
and every female who has reached the ; heavy. The supply is coming largely 
proper age has an A. R. O. record. f r0m South Jersey and Long Island,
C. W. Walker of Canton, Maine, pro- with a small sprinkling of early stock 
prietor of the Pine Grove Farm, show- from Maine. The Jersey potatoes, 
ed an excellent herd of the breed while showing some scabs, are of 
which was headed by a young son of I fair]y good quality and meeting with
------- — —----------- = = . • unreasonable active demand around
$4 and 4.75 bbl. for round stock, and 
$3 and 4 for long. Quotations from 
South Jersey are on the basis of $3 
per 100 lbs. f. o. b.
Long Island has been shipping pretty 
| freely, hut growers were ATI compelled 
to stop digging this week because of 
rot developing in the potatoes after 
they had reached destination, and 
there was so much complaint that the 
majority of the growers discontinued 
digging and are looking over the po­
tatoes to see what is the trouble. 1' 
is believed that the injury was caused 
by the continued wet weather on Lone 
Island. Growers have about derided 
to quit digging until they ran find old 
just what is file trouble and rented}' 
it if possible. 11 seems the damage
-------- — is more serious on tin' Mountains than
tSose who wepe'thbte will never forget j “King o f  Valdessa" a splendid bull of the Cobblers. Arrivals the last two
it, and thos? Who wore not there will [the blue ribbon class. or three days have been quite light
BOVOT fordve themselves for missing j C. H. Waterman Elm Farm, Auburn The selling price on the Island is $3
It. The ifack record.as lowered and Maine had 12 beauties of the breed the per 100 lbs., and stock is selling
the large number of cars in town yet put the appointment of these officers 
a little more care used would have in the hands of the Governor, 
lessened these.
Of late the greater number of acci­
dents have happened at crossings or 
intersections of streets, where cars 
have come together by each driver 
not looking at the other street when 
i crossing it.
The following rules if carefully oh- *n an°tber town loses his right to vote 
served will eliminate much trouble bere and also in his new home. Vot- 
and cost of repairs* ii^ f? ^es gives him the right to vote
“First assume that you must look 
out for yourself and the other fellow, 
too. Don’t rely wholly on the other 
fellow doing the right thing, and 
you’ll he on your guard if he does the 
wrong thing and ready for any emer­
gency.
“ Never bark or swing from the curl) 
into the street without looking back 
to see if the way is clear.
“Glance both wavs on each cross
Mie bonds for running expenses, hut 
this bond issue should be made for the 
proper construction of good roads.
A new question had arisen, the spe- 
j cial offer of the United States govern­
ed - •'*'.«!. i vbitr, ;• .•.:;.;'ily p-aking will 
the bring the old law and tthe new to- 
vote i gether and will bring a million dollars 
a ./err dar:.:*. •}. » ne.u few years to 
| Mdn~ .A r goo 1 real, provided the 
state can match that expenditure.
This money rould new no longer be 
raised by goin through the machinery 
of additional tax and the bond issue 
was justified because the state would 
get the roads to um. the roads 
while the government was willing to 
pay dollar for dollar.
“ In the first place, let’s get in ourAmendment Two
This is relating to a man’s right t o ,mblds (dearly that the amendment Is 
vote on any question, when he has not authorizing the issuance of $10.- 
moved from one town to another. As *100,000 more bonds but it Is increes- 
the law now stands a voter leaving *be deb* limit of $2,000,000 in or- 
Houlton Aug 1 and making his home ,der to £*ve the Legislature pow*er to
authorize the expenditure ’rom time 
to time; let’s get it clearly in our 
minds that this amendment does not
one.
Amendment Three
Voting yes on his will give the state 
authority for building a State Pier in 
Portland where the products of the 
state may be shipped in vessels to all 
parts of the world, which is now im­
possible on account of not having 
docking facilities in any port, in Maine.
SOME OF THE CROWD
was made by Zom balance of his herd showing at Bangor around $5 and 5.75 bbl.. the latter beingnow stand
Q., owne<f:^ S | ii|K g tyfy>4te. the two herds will join at Presque Isle.
The the Park to- C. H. Rideout & Son feel justifiable
gether wltli t|w li^W entrance made pride in their herd of young Holsteins 
the crowd* eftejly handled and reliev. which attracted much attention it will 
•d the coQi^ftlon in entering and leav- be heard from later on. 
tog the glWllld*. Henry Hall & Son had a nice exhib-
There was some disappointment at it of this breed also some Jerseys. Mr. 
the non tbe A viator, but Hall & Son conduct the Highland
when word filet came that the flyer Farm in Houlton and handle millk ex- 
who had intended to come first could tensively.
not be here, the wires were kept hot The Jersey breed were well repre- 
tiying to get’another one. but without sented w ith several local herds and 
success in the time htey had. If any- some frem down state.
One doubts that efforts were not made Albert E. Mooers who is probably 
to get a flying machine, they can be the best posted man in Aroostook in 
convinced that the committe spared the Jersey breed showing 19 head, all 
BO efforts in this line and if they will of whom are beauties. Mr. Mooers a 
call on E. B. Leighton chairman of the few* years ago owned one of the best 
committee he will gladly show them Jersey herds in the State, but disposed 
the correspondence that came, and of the larger portion of it at a fancy 
will show them the telephone and tele- price, his new herd which he is grad
graph bills paid for, all to no avail. ually building up bids fair to surpass terests of the Anti-saloon league of
The attendance was larger each day his old one. which he was the organizer and
than ever before, as each day had G. M. & F. Luce of Farmington, Me., too]< as bis subject “America and the
•pedal attractions and the attend- had part of their herd of Jerseys here Destiny of the World” and in his ad-
street and if yoi i’re nut on the main Amendment Four
t borough t';i1 re s 1 o\v down in'for* ■ you i'll is is to ail ow -the State to in
cross. It 's s;afe:st to tlriv•e slow iv eft ’use it?- debt limit as the ronstitu-
cnoio; h to In1 Vo the cat• w. 1! under t ion now limits the state loan limit to
•'In pass i i i g a slov I-T V hie !■* pa.S' t<) : 11ci.tl ,'i O '!  it;- it did in 1M7, when
terser ting >t !'(■" ■ i .- tv- star * 'vas spending -15dho.i. where-
"Do not cllt Cl)nit ;'-- in ’ nmin a. : i 1 i as lie A 1 1le stilt •*. doing a great many
1; ci'u to your s i i ie of til " -: iv" 1 and nmuv tliirlgs. is spending $!t,11110,0 0 0 .
look itot h w;;i y s before youi ’:i:nke a Th is iii;ii union is increasingly em-
t urn. 1 ’ 1 • J ’ ra - ing i i1 ( a)ise thi' state must, in
•Tirt out a liarid as a ga i, 1 , , ; ) tin on:dr to carry 1 1ie business along carry
car t'oHo winy or approachingP an in< iva singly large cash balance.
"In pas^ing a slower y #»’IlLI- * too \dot ing "Yes" will give the state au-
your 1eft. Dm in passing stre■et al- t heirity to keep up the many demands
ways keep to the1 right.. for state impro1cements and place the
“ Do not follow another’ V (■hid.<* UK! st aP on a par v/ith other states.
for good clean potatoes.
"Maines are beginning to arrive in 
small quantities. They an- selling 
$2.50 and 2.60 per 100 lbs., delivered. 
The quality is unusually good, but the 
potatoes, as is to he expected, are 
somewhat green and immature.
CAPT. RICHMOND P. HOBSON 
ADDRESSES LARGE AUDIENCES
Capt. Richmond P. Hobson who at­
tained fame in the Spanish Amerrian 
War by sinking tin1 Merrimae at the 
entrance of Santiago harbor address­
ed an audience of over one thousand 
people at the Littleton Camp ground 
on Sunday afternoon and in the eve­
ning at the High School auditorium.
( ’apt. Hobson is working in the in­
close!}-. It might stop suddenly.
“ Dim your lights when approaching 
another auto on the road.
"Use common sense at all times, 
and you’ll save trouble Tor yourself 
and the other fellow."MINSTREL SHOW
The DeRue Bros.’ Ideal Minstrels 
come to you this mason not as 
strangers, hut as a guarani"."! attrac­
tion from the excellent performance 
given by them in previous seasons. 
The company this season is enlarged 
both in number and in paraphernalia, 
carrying scenery for every act pro­
duced. It is said that a prettier stage 
picture has never ho :i seen than that 
of the Grand Seenie First Part entitl­
ed "The Huntsman Club."
T»he DeRue Bros.’ Ideai Minstrel, 
which art* to appear at the Temple 
Theatre on Friday. September 5th 
shall always, as in seasons previous, 
present a performance that is clean
in either his new home or his former mean authority to issue $10,000,000 of
bonds, but is only the preliminary step 
towards changing the limit of the con­
stitution.”
It is stated by some people that the 
matter of retirement is not tafcen care 
of by he amendment, this is not the 
place for the provision of retirement. 
The Legislation made possible’ by the 
amendment would provide for the re­
tirement.
The road work would he widespread 
n would go on in all parts of the state 
at once. Automobile' fees could be us­
ed for the retirement of bonds or for 
maintenance of roads which are mat­
ters for the Legislature to decide.
The proposed bond issue will make 
possible the road development in 
Maine that will provide the state with 
a highway system that will bring 
more direct benefit to the farm and the 
state as a whole than the expenditure 
of a like amount many times over. Not 
only will it lower the cost of transpor­
tation and travel by our citizens but it 
will bring to this state thousands o f 
visitors who will annually leave mil­
lions of dollars that they will spend 
v "hin our borders. More than any 
07her state in the east. Maine is in a 
position to profit by good roads.
The state, if the bonds are author­
ized, will be able to make one Maine 
d dlar do the work of two by meeting 
fk * condition of the offer of the Fed­
eral Government to match every dollar 
Ma; ie puts up for road construction to 
the ktnif of the Federal apportionment.
Faeuro to take advantage of this of­
fer no' only means loss of Federal 
money for Maine roads hut the pay­
ment ot Federal taxes by Maine people 
that will go to build roads in other
states.
Amendment Five
Voting "Yes" on this amendment 
will allow the state of Maine to r<*- 
erive $720,600 from the U. S. Govern­
ment which with the same amount 
from Maine will be spent on the roads 
of our state and Aroostook county, for 
which the State pays ONLY one half.
The present question does not in­
volve the spending now of Slb.c.ib.nna 
instead of .'r2.ooo.oon, it is a question 
of authorizing the legislature to raise 
the limit from $2.<miu.(i(mi to Slu.ilmi.nnn. 
to be expended from time to time ac­
cording to legislation deemed best. In 
order to make a bond issue proper the 
money should, be spent for permanent 
work, no town and no state should is-
GOVERNMENT MEMORIAL
CERTIFICATE RECEIVED
Thomas A. Briggs has received from 
the War department a memorial certi­
ficate issued by the government such
«nce most satisfactory.
In a word the Fair was a success 
from start to finish.
Cattle 8how
Honlton’s cattle show has always 
been a  good one ever since the Asso­
ciation stated and this year’s exhibit 
was no exception as nearly 300 head 
of the finest blooded stock o f the vari­
ous breeds where tied up for inspec­
tion.. Mr. Robertson the veteran ex­
pert cattle man who Judged the stock 
was very enthusiastic over the display.
True that some Of the down state 
oxhlbttion sftrowed small herds
FOURTEEN YEAR OLD BOY 
WINS RACE AT WOODSTOCK
The promoters of the track at Con­
nell Park, Woodstock, pulled off some 
matinee races on Monday, when Daz-
and classic and honest, with fair treat- as has been sent to relatives of those z\e Medium owned bv A J Saunders 
ment to the public, and truly advertis- who made the supreme sacrifice.
This year they present an entire
all good lookers. dresses spoke most interestingly from
A. G. Cottle showed 24 head of Jer- a scientific standpoint of the effect of 
seys these supply his customers with alcohol upon the human system, and ed 
milk from the Maple Row Dairy Farm. the results of experiments showing
Oscar Shirley of West Houlton had the effects upon children to the fourth vaudeville features, 
among his various entries a small generation.
herd of Gray Durham cattle. He spoke of the rise to power of shall please our friends to such an ex- Pte. Chester L. Briggs, Co. L, 103d jn the second heat he received an ova-
Geo. H. Benn of Hodgdon had a many nations and their fall due to the tent that they will pronounce us the Infantry, who was killed in battle June tion from those who witnessed the
beautiful herd of Ayrsbires. Mr. Benn use of alcohol, and touched upon the one and only truly advertised minstrel 16, 1918. He bravely laid down his race, much to the disgust of the older
is a firm believer in the breed of cat- remarkable rapidly with which Na- company that visits your town this life for the cause of hifs country. His drivers who had had years of experi-
of this town and driven by Fred Dun- 
The certificate is about 10x15 inches iap, 14 years of age who makes his 
change of performance, with all new in size and is beautifully engraved as home with Mr. Saunders won the race 
Not one stale or follows. for 3 year olds.
United States Army, in memory of when he came in leading the fieldworn out act, and we feel confident we
tie for dairy purposes.
Numerous other single entries were ; ity and what tht 
tied up In the sheds completeing one stood for. 
large and beautiful show of cattle that
tional Prohibition had become a real- season, for we have gathered together name will ever remain fresh in the ence.
anti-saloon league the most expensive array of talent hearts of his friends and comrades.
from American and European agents The record of his honorable service 
At the close of the meeting a large that was ever engaged under one min- will be preserved in the archives of 
but attract,on &ood sized crowds each day number signed membership cards to
this was ftne to conflicting Fair days of the Fa,r’ assist this organization.
•o tbc herds wens divided that they Swine and Sheep Pens
tftlgbt *how hi two places. For the first time in years a credit -
Local brooder* are beginning to take able showing in hog entries were made 
ah Interest to Improving their stock and every pen in the hog house was 
gad making email entries of two or filled while several of#the pens in the ,
thfee beads. sheep house were pressed Into com-! ^Shway department was in town Sat-
The dally talks in stock breeding mission. urday on his return from Fort Kent,
and the explanation made In the Jud- Among the exhibitors were: C. h . Paintin& tbe Poles a white band and
log ring by Mr. Robertson in this and Berry, Monmounth. Poland China I blue band of equal width.
former visits are beginning to take breed; A. E. Mooers, Houlton, Berk-j Mr. Mosher went through from Old- As is their usual custom they were , cottage and new furnishings were a
f0£  * . .. .. . . .. 8h,re: F’ ’ ThurloaSh> Quimby, Maine, town the week previous painting the spending the summer at their delight- 'total loss.





Mosher employed by the StateMr.
strel management. Don’t fail to see the American Expeditionary Forces, 
the great Street Parade and to hear Signed: John J. Pershing,
the Solo Band Concerts on the day of ; Commander-in-Chief.
the show. | _______________
-----------  FIRE AT NICKERSON LAKE
MRS. ALLAN QUIMBY Frank P. Berry suffered the loss of
The many friends Houlton friends the new cottage which he had just 
Mrs. Allan Quimby of Portland were completed at Nickerson Lake, on 
shocked to learn of her death which Wednesday.
occurred on Monday at Stockholm. The fire was discovered by a pass- 
Maine. ing boat and when help arrived the
Dazzle Medium (Saunders) 1 1
Lady K. (Martell) 2 2
Froney B. (Leonard) 3 2
Peter Gallagher 4 4
Time, 2.35, 2.34%.
Class B
Hanks Blaney (Grant) 1 1 1
Black Peter 2 2 2
Onward Mekes 3 3 3
Mary Wise 4 4 4
Time, 2.20.
premium list le revieed that no pre- ton, Yorkshire and white Chester; 
ftitame will be Offered for grade cattle, Oscar Benn, Hodgdon, Ohio Chester; 
ft© the pure bred 1s coming to the front Arthur Putnam, Houlton, Berkshires; 
by lftftpe and bonnds end it costs no H. F. Green, Hodgdon. Berkshires. 
more to feed’e  eBemplon than it does Among the boys and girls who exhibit- 
t© feed •  “scrub.” ed pigs were: Alberf Pearce Putnam,
Tide holds triie to the horse and two Chester pigs; Herman F. Porter, 
poultry show* • «  ^ell- West Houlton, Howard Webb and




One of the imposing events which 
occurred during the Fair occurred
•ented et the CUttle sheds by Supt. The sheep exhibit was conspicuous j which may be had on application to jsorrowing busband and p«ns,
Fred O. Smith a junior member of the by it8 absence there being one, small i the TIMES office. iwho have the symPatb>’ Pf a large
concern, with en exhibit of local in- f lo ^  oniy _______________ _
terest, oouslsttag qj 88 head of Here 
fords tho liflieet 0 *  the ground. Exhibition nan
j. H. fhtddhrood $Cnts Hill an The *P&ce under the grand stand is 
old exhfbftor fttoo‘Showed a small but easily becoming too small to accomo- 
spleaAM httH’ b f  tHkciftfrdn ! date the various exhibitors especially
a  h . a m r  ot i t e u  * » >  m  two dT r* n “ feel ,he need of T  
•  flM  u h lb lt  wtteh consl.tod ot 14 “pace ,n wh lch ,t0 P™Perly display the 
Guonuey. G H T W  IMt m  cottle. Mr. 2.rge '“ « mb* r » '  ‘ "tries, these are the 
I m t u  h«<n an MMbltor at ttae Panoy 0oods and Household depart-
■ m S L  Fair a ~ r  M a c  .u  « * * »  me; ‘a and 8paCe devote<1 to Fru1'  yW  . end Vegetables both of which were in
, * ______ 1 j  . A crowded space the same as in past
5 pert J T  yeara- although these now occupy the 
^ a u u t ^ j y  t y ^ hurus. J. P. Hay entire space on the west side of the
I  hal1 This 18 a ,afct that will be rem- m  *he Tfeftt whftult huving 8 i edfed to the near future,
ttepd, a id  B j IT. vghu1#- of Tophams «? ■
m tsh ig  I I  heed.
poles white going by way of Silver ful home in Stockholm where they The Houlton chemical went out in
Ridge, Island Falls, Houlton, Presque lived previous to moving to Houlton, short order and put out a fire which
Isle, Caribou, Van Buren and Fort and it was here that she was taken was burning in the woods threatening
Kent. On his return he painted th sick and had been seriouely ill previ- other cottages, 
blue on the poles, so that now the en- ous to death. The origin of the fire is a mystery | Thurcday aftenoon, when Col. F. M.
tire route from Fort Kent to Van Bu- ! The remains were taken to Portland as b^ere bad been no one in the cot- , Hume in behalf of the French govem-
ren and through to Kittery is banded ! Tuesday morning, where the funeral Itage o^r a number °* days, and it had j ment presented to Sergt. Ralph AI-
never been occupied. .. ! bert, Hdqtrs. Company 103d Regt. and
There was a partial insurance on the ! sergt. Charles Charles Barton, Co. L. 
building. 103d Inf. each the Cross de Guerre with
a citation for valiant services.
TEMPLE THEATRE NOTES The event took place in front of the
grand stand amid tumultuous ap-
by different colors, representing the ! will take place, 
different routes as laid out, a copy of • ®be leaves *° mourn their loss a
circle of friends.
STATE LIBRARIAN
TO VISIT HOULTON ENGAGEMENT ANNOUNCEDThe informal announcement of the
Klark-Urban Co. at the Temple 
three days beginning September 11th. 
"Open Your Eyes” the biggest gov-
plause from the crowd w*hich com­
pletely filled it and were joined by th©
All who are interested in books and ; engagement of Miss Virginia Donnell ernment picture at the Temple two 1 ° r,aiU*° b<^ ns and 
reading for children and schools and [and Major Roland E. Clark, was made days beginning, Monday 15th. i * S oone ume pmne t e crosses
all good things, will be interested to !]agt week. ! Nazimova in “The Red Lantern” on the tuu,cs of the men- he congrat-
know that Dr. Henry E. Dunnack, the i Both are well known in Houlton, ,ber greatest production from the stage ulated them in a few words upon the
(Continued on page 6)
State Libriarian, will be in Houlton, j their native town, Miss Donnell being P^ a>’ Is what everybody will want to P^ easure it gave him to thus honor
September 11th, and deliver an ad-i the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. C. 
dress In the evening on the subject: I Donnell and Major Clark being the 
‘ Achievement of Life.” j son of Mr. and Mrs. Michael M. Clark.
This will be free Lecture under the i Their many friends are extending 
auspices of the State Library Com-1 congratulations, 
mission. We hope all will avail j _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
themselves of this opportunity to hear j Mr. Gordon Green, of Greenroad, N. I Mr. and Mrs. Havelock Grant and a! his car and fill it up and to to the
see at the Temple soon.
4 J
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Rowe, two ehil- j 
ren and Mr. Whitaker of Albion,; 
Maine returned home last Saturday J 
after spending a couple of weeks with j
two of his own men.
During the brief ceremony every 
person in the stand stood up with 
bared heads.
Every automobile owner should take
this gifted man.
The place wil be announced later.
B., was the week-end guest of An is few days with relatives in East Hodg- polls next Monday and vote YES bn 
'Grant. . don. ■■■ , the 5th Amendment.
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A LL  THE HOME NEW 8
economy talk was printed in every! COUNTING THE GREAT COST and simplicity smiles approvingly at 
newspaper, shouted at the people j stopping for a moment to consider! the Plat e cf heart’s desire. For alter 
from every billboard. Since the arm- tliat ejght million were killed in the ;a11 Is said and done, and you eliminate 
istice people are slipping back in their oreat War, it seems to me—this is my : the nonessentials and get down to the
P R IN T E R S ' IN K
The home newspaper is the expres­
sion and voice of the community, in 
its relation to the State and nation
Published every Wednesday morning jold caf elf  ss 
by the Times Publishing Co.
CHA8. H. FOGG, Pres. A  Mgr.
Subscription In U. S. |1.50 per year 
in advance as required by law; in 
Canada |2.00 In advance.
Single copies five cents
Probably at the i personai opinion, please remember- things you want in life, to the things; of which it forms a part. The editor-
present time great food resources are ^a t we should try The League of last in lite' -vou will be surprised | ial utterances ot local newspapers
being wasted in garbage and other- Nations to Enforce Peace to terminate know how little they are in some and the opinions expressed therein by
wise. I the colossal stupidities, enviousness, ways, ami how great they are in | correspondents, are followed with the
The more food is wasted the higher 'greed an{1 conscienceless aggrandize- others; how easily they could be oh- closest attention by politician
it costs. Every home in Houlton ; ment aspiration, that have caused taiiwd. bow thoughtlessly you put them leaders of thought. They revea
should continue the policy of food wars Eight million sons, brothers, as*dp- lsn t most ot the sweetness of clearly than anythin
all the an(j fathers are too many to die
His Sinking Spell
Old father Hubbard 
Went to the cupboard
To get his poor self a drink. 
But when he got there 
The cupboard was hare,
So he got him a drink at the sink
Advertising rates based upon guaran­
teed circulation.
Entered at the Post Office at Houlton 
for circulation at second-class 
postal rates.
'conservation, and keep up i  even 
thrifty habits taken up through the some souls were made white by the 
t war. The old days of lavish resources g i()ry of the sacrifice for the cause, 
are not likely to return. Two hundred billions of dollars is
Many men who worked on farms as Jluu j, too much to he burned in a eon 
i boys will recollect now the thrifty old met between men. Let us try some 
! timers would rake in every corner of other way to win a holy cause. Let 
the hayfleld, and how their gleanings us have some other-plan for adjust
AII~8ubscriptlons are DI8CONTIN- would collect a big heap of scatterings ment of international disputes than in r^
W O  *»h.n mor. than 3 month. In « * • « » »  thriftless workers would leave th„  immediate taking of human lives. "ir.
i behind. Leaky carts and careless There is no patriotic American who
; handling waste great quantities of would not gladly give his life if it
WHAT THE HOULTON FAIR |grain. Careful, economical harvesting WomI save his country from war, or
MEAN8 TO HOUTON w111 1,e needed- to l)u11 the world to save his country’s honor. But if
With all the attractions which the through its present pinch. there can he a way of delaying, post-
management of the Houlton Fair has -------------------  I)onillS- " ith a h°P* of honorably evad-
provlded, with the thousands who j C A R D IN A L  M E R C IE R ’S V IS IT  ing war. I thnik we ought to try such
come to our beautiful town to see' The war revealed no character of a Idan-
these attractions, few if any -stop to greater moral grandeur than that of ^ ou and * (annot tonstnu t a pei
realize what It all means, and why it the cardinal archbishop of Belgium lp( t trpaty or a 1)ertect league. Noi
life just in having the love of those 
you love; in loving service to those 
you hold most dear; in the pleasant 
and happy companionship of those you 
love and who share with you all of 
your hopes, your aspirations and your 
love. Money cannot buy those things 
Vet they are yours yours for the ask- 
yours in the place of heart's de
tudy
your
ENJOY YOUR W ORK
Scientists who have made a 
of fatigue say that if you lik* 
work you do not tire easily, and that 
is the reason why such men as Edison, 
von Humboldt, and Mommsen could 
work steadily for many hours and 
awake refreshed after a few hours
________ „ _________ ___„  sleep.
is provided. Though having To place in the armed c0ldd the mpn at the head o{ thp I>(‘a('P Enjoyable work, definite tasks, sys-
The merchants and citizens of Houl- forces and striking no blow in the confeience, noi those in the ( ongu.ss tem and immediate rewards are set
ton have given generously to provide struggle, though exercising no polit- United States. Iheit aie too down as the greatest stimuli to con-
*  place for these exhibitions not for leal power and taking part in no man-v inteiests. We cannot have, oui tinuous meritorious eiiort
of statesmen, he was a own way in everything. Let us look your work will take away much of the
influence for righteousness hack to the history of our own coun- drudgery of work you do not like' to 
From that unforgettable try when our wonderfully farsighted (j(). The schedule put s definite accom­
plishments within definite' time's, and
Is not a man who gave to this cause, I mans began the bombardment of tution for us. Opposed to its teims. 
but what feels as though the money  ^Malines, the seat of the cardinal archhopeless and in utter disgust. Alexan- 
expended had brought good returns, bishop and an unfortified city, they dpr Hamilton exclaimed. s* 'p
in having something t® bring strangers bad constantly to face a man of un- old ^ulk ()t a constitution a
interests. ’cui po er a u icini g pair 111 no 
any monetary return but to provide council 
a meeting place, where entertainments mighty
may be had, in an enclosure, where and liberty. .  ...................... .............





With the many improvements which 
have been made in this paer in the 
past year, it is fast taking the place* 
which the* management starte d out to 
gain, as the* best weekly paper in the 
State of Maine1.
That it is reaching that goal was 
shown the other day when a valued 
subscriber, cm paying his subscription 
was thanked for it, he replied, “ you 
needn't thank me. I’m getting my 
money’s worth."
The better a local newspaper is, the 
more* attention it excites outside its 
own community. Therefore when the 
busine'ss nu'n and residents give their 
hearty support to the TIMES, they 
help it in all i’ s plans for expansion. 
They put it in a position where it can 
lopresent the* interests of Houlton to 
bettor advantage. The*y enable this 
community to c'xe'redse a greater in- 
IManning fjuence and to count for more in the* 
counsels of the stfe and nation.
TRUSTWORTHY
Taken in moderate doses, right 
through the warm er months, 
a fter meals,
Scott’s Emulsion
furnishes nourishment o f par­
ticular value to the anemic or 
those underweight. Keep up 
your strength. Trust S co tt's  Emulsion to help you do it,
Scott & Bowne, Bloomfield, X. J. 19^
Head W ork
there is a comforting sense of progress | Two heads are certainly better than 
as one task after another is completed, one for a barrel.
to Houlton. conquerable soul, against whom in chance And it became his great
While these things in themselves are moral warfare they were helpless and | opportunit\. in attei \eais as Scene*-
all good, there is the other side, one whom they dared not attempt to j tary ot ^ p Ireasllo .  to put on a fine
which is along the educational line, silence by the use of force. financial basis the countij that was
which means more than anything else. ; They could partially destroy the thriving and has giown under the old 
Horse trotting, base ball ,the midway beautiful cathedral of undefended hulk ol a constitution .
all have their devotees, but every day Malines with their heavy artillery -------------------
during the past week hundreds of peo- and high explosives .but they could B E T T E R  T H A N  M O NEY
pie have been down along the line to! not destroy the spiritual ascendency There is something in the world be-
see the hens, ducks, turkeys and 0f the pastor or diminish the abound- sides money. There i
geese, the beautiful, sleek looking {ng courage of the patriot. Keeping life besides tin
cattle, the Holsteins, Herefords Jer- him a prisoner in the palace was of wealth,
seys, Guenseys, and the many other j no avail. Still he sent his pastorals should,
breeds, as well as the draft horses, 0ut to be read in the churches and there i:
something in 
creation of material 
Work we must, and work we 
everyone of 11s, giving tin* best 
in us for the best that.we can 
honest equitablethe sheep and swine, and the people j n those letters, despite the German get out of it in a fail 
who look over this stock do so be-, governor-general’s a n g r y  remon way. 
cause they are interested In them strances, he counselled the people to There are educational attainments 
mud are desirous of knowing more be true to their country and confident that are better than money. There 
about them, so that they may be able that her cause would triumph. Never are public services that are greater 
to Improve their own stock. was shepherd more faithful to his than wealth. There is an appreciation
Farmers are beginning to find out flock when wolves attacked the fold, of life that is greater than precious 
that It costs no more and takes no Mercier is reverenced and loved by jewels. There are hopes, aspirations 
more time to feed and care for regis- his countrymen. This we can well and ideals that cannot be measured, 
tered stock than it does scrub stock, understand, knowing that even across Some of these things you can find 
and when a customer for stock comes; the ocean here in the United States in the little white houses with green 
along, graded stock demands a price : his character and conduct have evok-; blinds in the small towns and in the 
that scrub' stock will not bring. A j ed admiration and affection. If from country where the man whistles as he 
man told the writer one day last week, afar he has touched the hearts of the pumps the water .and the mother 
in speaking about graded stock, that j American people, we may be sure sings as she drops the doughnuts in- 
be had recently sold a bull for $100 i that their greeting will be most to the sizzling fat, where .Mary plays 
which ordinarily would have brought cordial when he comes among them, the organ, and John sings in the choir 
not more than $40, just because he 
had the papers of the bull’s pedigree, 
and that Is what It means every time 
a  sale Is made. j
Somq people think It is not right j 
to the Aroostook County farmer to be 
obliged to compete with the down 
•late herds, but It should be the aim 
Of every stock owner in Aroostook to 
to Improve HIS stock that It will be 
better than the down state stock, and 
before long the competition will all 
be In Aroostook, all of which tends to 
Improving .conditions in Aroostook.
More and more farmers are improv­
ing their herds and this can easily be 
done by adding jyst a small number 
of graded stock each year.
The same thing applies to each ex­
hibit at the Fair, the machinery, the 
labor saving appliances, are all in­
structive and helpful to the man who 
cultivates the soil.
While the weather was not just 
what the management would have or­
dered, there was no steady rain, yet 
the few showers did not in any way 
Interfere with the racing or any at­
tractions and the attendance was good 
on each of the four days, while In 
other years, the attendance has been 
large on one day and small on the 
others.
The eighth annual Fair has passed 
into history, and it’s none too early 
to commence to BOOST for the 1920 
Fair of the Houlton Agricultural 
Society.
When you 
press the button 
come h) us for 
v vour
P h o to  
S up p lies  
Cameras
Kodaks.
B R O A D W A Y  P H A R M A C Y
N ext to E lk s  C lu b M a in  S treet
THE CROP SHRINKAGE
A few weeks ago the American peo- 
le were expecting crops beating all 
revioua records. The wheat crop in 
articular was to mount up to 1,200.- 
00,000 bushels or more. But much 
image has been done, and wheat will 
robably drop below a billion bushels, 
carce food was what started the ad- 
ince of all kinds of prices and plenti- 
il food is needed to bring prices 
own.
The latest figures indicate about an 
rerage cereal crop. That is not 
sough, as Europe’s productive power 
i not restored. As long as the food 
apply is short or only barely suffi- 
ent, speculators will always be 
lanipulating prices. There needs to 
s a reserve of food so that corner- 
ig shall be discouraged, and profiteers 
lall not he able to scare the public 
ito paying exorbitant prices.
The people must still think of food 
Miservation. During the war food
^aSBSa5HSH5H5asa5H5aSHS2SHSHSH5HSHSH5HSa5H5H5^
Dm joy of fading fit and 
M i rawarda those who 
k*ad tike laws of health, 
■dhaap the habits regu­
lar with
PIUS
[falsa! Aa* MsJMm I* 4m World.
I everywhere!, fas braee, 10c* 25c.
25 Cents
Will buy
a Big Package of
POSTUM
C e r e a l
weighing over a 
pound, net.
What are you paying 
for coffee?
Dodge * cold
Some folks are fortunate enough always to breathe pure air, and
never get run down by overwork or exposure. Even these lucky 
people do not always escape the contagious colds which prevail at 
certain seasons to such an extent as to be almost epidemic. It 
is wise to be prepared for troubles of this nature in our climate, and 
the one all-important thing is to have at hand a safe, efficient and 
reliable remedy to ward on the trouble and danger of such an attack.
For sixty years “ L. F." Atwood's Medicine has been a household 
standby for emergencies of this kind. It starts up the liver and 
bowels, prevents congestion, and restores the functions to their 
normal condition. If you have never used it, get a 50 cent bottle 
from your dealer, or write for a free sample to the
“ L. F.” Medicine Co., Portland, Maine.
U. S. R. R. ADMINISTRATION 
Director General of Railroads
BANGOR & AROOSTOOK R. R.
TIME TABLE
Corrected to June 30, 1919 
Trains Daily Except Sunday 
From HOULTON
7.58 a. m.—For Fort Fairfield, Caribou. 
Limestone and Van Buren.
9.39 a. m.—For Bangor, Portland and 
Boston.
11.30 a. m.—For Ashland, St. Francis. Ft. 
Kent, Washburn, Presque Isle, Van 
Buren, via Squa Pan and Mapleton.
1.40 p. m.—For Dover <S: Foxcroft, Green­
ville. Bangor. Portland and Boston.
7.08 p. m.—For Bangor. Portland and 
Boston. Buffet Sleeping Car Caribou 
to Boston.
7.37 p. m. -For Fort Fail-field, Van Buren 
Due HOULTON
7.50 a. m. — From Boston, Portland. Ban­
gor. Buffer Sleeping fa r  Boston to 
< 'aribou.
9.34 a. m.—From Van Buren, Caribou, Ft. 
Fairfield.
12.50 p. m. — From Boston. Portland, Ban­
gor, Greenville. Dover &  Foxcroft.
2.54 p. m.—From St. Frauds. Ft. Kent, 
Van Buren. WashbMM»d*re.sque Isle, 
via Squa Pan.
7.04 p. m.—From Van m*'e«. Limestone, 
Caribou, Fort Fairfld®.
7.33 p. m.—From Boston, Portland. Ban­
gor.
Time tables giving complete informa­
tion may be obtained at ticket offices.
GEO M. HOUGHTON", General Passenger
Agent, Bangor, Me.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Use only three level tea­spoonfuls for five cups
REDROSE
TEA'is good tea’
Sold only in seated packages
126
C. E. WILLIAMS, M. D.
O F F IC E  A T  R ES ID EN C E  
129 Main St. Houlton, Me.
NEW DENTAL PARLORS
Corner Pleasant Street and 
Highland Ave.
DR. L. P. HUGHES
Ransford W. Shaw Seth S. Thornton
SHAW & THORNTON
A TT O R N E Y S
Prompt attention to all business 
Houlton, Ma!n«
Piobate matters have Special 
Attention
DR. F. 0. 0RCUTT
D E N T IS T
Fogg Block
DR. W. B. R0BEN
O S T E O P A TH IC  P H Y S IC IA N  
Suite 22, Mansur Block 
Tel. 156 Houlton, Maine
sOME men spend months in selecting a car and minutes in deciding on its tire equipment.
Ana yet the best car in the 
world is ultimately no better 
than its tires.
With Firestone Gray Sidewall 
Tires between you and the 
road you can rest assured of 
getting every dollar’s worth of 
satisfaction out of your car that 






The Midway and Platform Attractions
With plenty of added space this 
j e t  The newness of the midway 
took on a more attractive appearance 
The management realizing the inade- 
gpacy of the play ground space, pur 
« Attend more land and moved the west 
in o e  hack 5 rods, this gave a plan 
■C the midway grounds which met 
wMh Instant favor both by patrons and 
concessionaires.
The entertainment committee used 
•very effort to provide what patrons 
desire for a midway and here could 
ho found all kinds of games for old 
* * d  young.
Lew  Walker famous monkey speed­
way the athletic arena, fortune tellers,
African dodgers, the brand new merry - 
go-round, a monster Ferris wheel api 
Ocean wave riding device all came in 
for good liberal patronage.
A t night the midway was brilliant j iarg6 number of pens and be
Jack McNair pens his faith in the 
Columbian Wyandottes and he show­
ed several pens of same and when he 
went home he carried away many blue 
prospective customers, this large j tags to substantiate his claim, 
truck is equipped with 8 in. pneuma- j George Huskins showed some single j 
tics tires on the rear wheels for which j and double comb Rhode Island Reds, j 
he makes substantial claims. j Among the smaller exhibitors were
Claude C. Clark had an exhibit o f . Lafayette Ervin, Mrs. John Turner, , 
the old reliable Taber Farm wagon j Earl Hand. W. J. Fan joy, Harold , 
which Is now manufactured by him. Smith, Mrs. Nora Knox, Porter &| 
Other single exhibits of a varied na- Thompson, Chas. Boone and dozens of 
ture all of which were carefully ex- j others, the display was a good one 
amined by the many visitors must j from every 
have made the entire exhibit as pro- i much attention, 
fltable to the dealers as it was at­
tractive to the visitors.
Now that ample room has been pro­
vided for this department, it will ex 
pand from year to year.
entries in theothers had 
classes.
Geo. H. Benn also showed 
fine stallions of the Percheron breed.
vai ious , paign , said the announcement. “Red j overseas, 
several ! $ r ^ 7 b,,C hea' lh n,,rre“ be as ' " l!n,il ^mobilization is ......
g ied  to as many small communities, and after, the Red Cross military relief
completed.
RED CROSS WILL 
, ASK $15,000,000
An outline of the peace-time pro­
gram of the American Red Cross has 
been made following the announce­
ment of the third roll call ,to be held
las possible.
j “ The Red Cross must hold itself 
! ready for instant relief service irt 
time of public disaster, such as great 
i fires, floods, cyclones .shipwrecks, 
earthquakes, pestilence, famine and 
epidemics.
organization will continue to function 
Thirty thousand service men still in 
the military hospitals, many crippled 
for life, require Red Cross attention. 
Hospital .canteen and motor service 
must continue.
“Completion of Red Cross work for 
the soldiers disabled in the fighting“The turning over to the American
from Nov. 2 to Nov 11, when the Bed Cross of the surplus medical and and general assistance to the fighting
standpoint and attracted , Amer|(uan people 'vil1 be asked to re- surgical supplies and supplementary men in getting back to civil life is still
new their membership for 1920 and food stores of the American army a- far off, particularly in the many and
c ontribute $15,000,000 for the future broad for distribution among the s till, varied phases of home service. Thou-
The Horse Show
wttk colored and dazzling lights where 
tk•  crowd loved to linger and become 
separated from the elusive Jitney or 
dime or* quarter.
Those who had refreshments booths 
and eating places report a good pa­
tronage.
A ll games and sports were clean no 
gambling device being allowed on the 
grounds by the management.
The platform performances were of 
the highest order and were given af­
ternoon and evening during the four 
-days.
The Daily Bros, in an acrobate 
spring board act were most enthusi-
! work of the organization.
The horse exhibit should not be Foremost among the activities dur- 
_jjudged by number which unfortunate- ing the coming year will be nation- 
! ly was small this year but rather by wide activity for the promotion of pub- 
i quality and by this standard it would lie health; a vigorous campaign for the 
Poultry Shed i rank well up. extension of the country's nursing re-
The poultry shed was evidently aj It would seem as though the prizes j sources; the broadening of Red Cross
popular place on the show grounds. | offered in this department would act! home service; increased junior Red
as it was crowded from early opening!as an incentive for exhibitors they are Cross activities, extension of Red Cross 
until dark. (amply large enough to make it an ob- facilities for emergency disaster relief,
The entries this year completely 1 ject and besides it would add double completion of relief measures for the
interest in the Fair with a large list sufferers from the war in this country
of entries, however, this year’s exhib- and overseas, and preparation to fulfill 
it was small but of highest quality. whatever duties may be laid upon it 
Among the larger exhibitors were as the official volunteer relief society 
Oscar Shirley of West Houlton who authorized to assist the army and navy, 
had his usual fine display of pure “ Public health nursing wil be one of 
bred Suffolk Punch horses headed by the important features of this cam­
suffering native populations, together 
with the foreign relief programs still 
being carried out largely in Poland, the 
Balkans, and Siberia, necessitates the 
continuance of Red Cross operations
sands of families of service men are 
still being helped to solve their own 
problems by this Red Cross activity, 
and money relief in this connection a- 
lone is in excess of $500,000 a month.
aatically received, the stunts perform- j entries
[sides several large exhibitions, nu­
merous smaller entries by local poul- 
trp raiser were noticed.
Here nearly every known breed of 
poultry was shown, Walter Bennett of 
Limestone who is an expert in his line 
and breeds only the best strains ex­
hibited upward of 100 pens, he had 
most everything in the hen line many 
of which were prize winners.
Another interesting exhibit was 
that entered by Harry Sowers who 
had 7 pens of pure bred Buff Orpping- 
tons and two pens of Ducks. Mr. 
Sowers carried away 5 first prizes. 4 
second prizes and 1 third prize on his
P R I C E S
$5 to $10
•d  showed them to be acrobats of the 
■lost finished type.
The Three Alecks presented an en­
tirely new act such as has never been 
seen in this section before, all of which 
showed most careful training, strength 
■ad shill, the act consisted of aeriel 
and balance work, with elaborate ap- 
jpnratus and costumes
Machinery Exhibits 
SnpL A. T. Putnam wore a broad 
■mile all through the fair, his new 
^Barters west of the grand stand gave 
M m  ample room for the display of 
f t r a  machinery which was the largest 
■Bd heat ever seen on these grounds.
The arrangement was greatly ap­
preciated and the exhibit was visited 
ky large numbers, where local and 
factory representatives were on hand 
to and demonstrate the vari­
e s  exhibits.
Among the prominent exhibitors 
were the Putnam Hardware Co. who 
occupied a  large tent 40x60 where 
were displayed, the International line 
o f  farm machinery and Oliver Plows, 
nearly every labor saving farm ma­
chine was shown by this enterprising 
concern.
June* S. Peabody, the local agent 
o f the John Deere concern also oc­
cupied a large space where a full line 
from this famous factory was on ex­
hibition, the Aspinwall planter and 
Oigger. The Hoover digger with mo­
tor driven attachments looked good to 
m a y  of the farmers a case tractor 
f ima thresher were kept in operation 
continually.
W . L. McGee had a space where he 
displayed the St. Louis Lighting rods 
«n d  several pieces of farm machinery 
The E. B. Wentworth Corp of Port- 
Wmi for whom F. F. Harrison con­
ducts the Houlton branch store show­
ed several Cleveland tractors and each 
day one of these compact caterpillars 
drew a plow on the infield demonstrat­
ing its use in a practicle manner.
The Reed Motor Co. of Fort Fairfield 
showed a Dodge truck with several 
■Bill mu fin on the spot to explain the 
merits of its use.
Berry ft Benn exhibited a Ford son 
tractor, this was one of Henry Ford’s 
Inventions to speed up food produc­
tion during the war, it does the trick 
too in Pence time .
Sdw. Tyler of Brewer, Maine had a 
apace devoted to the showing of a 
Bates Steel Mule, a light and power­
ful tradtor, claimed to be a most econ­
omical farm machine having a plow­
ing speed capacity of 2Mi mile per hour.
A sm s  ft Hacker of Fort Fairfield 
dearonstrated in various ways, a large 
f a d a r t  truck for which they claim it 
w m  do the work of 3 two horse teams 
pm  day.
A  table of comparison show that on 
A  }9.S mile haul it costs to haul by 
Asom 26 bbls. of potatoes per load 27 
« n t  par bbls., by Packard truck same 
fond same distance 9 cents per bbl.
Two representatives were on hand 
■Ad courteously explained the many 
merit o f this track.
A  salesman exhibiting an Interna- 
f t a u l  2H ton truck also found many
Sylvester Jay showed several pens 
of Partridge Wyandottes.
Geo. W. Coffey, Anconas.
Barnes Bros, of this town had sev­
eral pens of classy looking Rhode Is­
land Reds.
Lysle Fanjoy of Cary showed a 
number of varities of Plymouth Rocks 
including Partridge and Silver Pencil­
ed, also some of Golden Wyandottes.
one of the handsomest stallions ever 
seen on the grounds.
W. ('. Jewett of Fredericton breeder 
of fine Pereherons and Clydesales had 
a fine showing.
Cecil McGinley of West Houlton had 
two stalls showing Suffolk mare with 
colts.
Allie Nason of Monticello showed a 
beautiful young Clydesdale stallion, 
Day Dream, registered.
Also a matched span of Percheron 
colts weighing 3950 lbs.
A. G. Merritt, Shetland pony with 
a 2V2 weeks old colt.
Ben Lambert grade Mare with colt.
Also two beautiful Belgian colts 1 
only a year old which weighs 1170 lbs.
C. H. McCluskey, David Armstrong, 
A. J. Saunders, Wm. E. Weed and
Farmers of Aroostook
DO YOU KNOW THAT:
The Aroostook Federation of Farmers is growing daily V
It now has 1000 of the best farmers in the County as 
members?
It saved its members $35 per ton on fertilizer?
It saved its members 50 per cent on bug poison?
It secured the lifting of the embargo on foreigh potash?
It will get pou more for your potatoes than any other 
way you can sell?
It will save you money on your fertilizer this year?
We need your help to get a tariff on potatoes?
We want every intelligent farmer in the County to 
help us. The only help for the farmer is organiza­
tion. The sooner you join the more you help. The 
longer you stay out the more you hinder.
Join now and be a booster
Aroostook Federation of Farmers
W ill open in September in new and 
larger quarters; rooms formerly oc­
cupied by Masonic Lodge. Full in­
formation and enrollment blank will 
be sent you on request. Write today 
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After you cat—always taka
FATONIC
h l f f g i t  TOOK AtirtHWOMAOP
Instantly relieves Heartburn, Bloat" 
ad Gassy rating. Stops food soaring;
EATONICis tbs best remedy. Tbm of thoo- 
ssnds wonderfully benefited. On 
or two a any to use it. Positive .  _  —












B rea d  bu ild s  hea lth  
and strength.
F o r delicious flavor  
and  fo r the g reatest  
food va lue , m ake it in  
y o u r ow n  hom e w ith
W i l l i a m
T ell
F L O U R
SOLO BY A LL  D EA LER S
St. John V a l l e y
EXHIBITION
Sept. 9, 10, 11, 12 
Connell (Park 
Woodstock, N. B.
^  O pen
S ' J M i a a n
Special In d u stria l and  A g r ic u ltu ra l  
Features. W om en ’s W o rk  Dept. 
Child W e lfa re  E xh ib it
I V
Ig
Do You Want It?
Maine can have $4,800,000 
For Good Roads Without 
Additional Taxation 
Uncle Sam and the Auto 
Pay the Bills
$15,500 in Premiums 
$3,300 for Horse Racing
G ran d  P ro g ra m  o f Free A ttractions  
W oodstock , N . B., Sept. 9, 10, 11, 12 X
to C a n a d a  and  the State  o f  M a ine
VOTE YES
On Ammendment No. 5 
Sept. 8
Ilk
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Announcing the
T h e  new Cleveland Six is here, the car that automobile dealers have been * waiting for and talking about for two years past. It is the 1919 achievement of motordom, bring new qualities, new ideals, new excellence into the light-car field, 
and at a price which will please countless thousands who care for the better things of life
You will admire and wonder at this new car, for the industry has offered no other like it. You will be 
delighted with its grace and style. You will marvel at its power and speed and quietness and comfort. 
Truly here is the car that will dominate the whole light-car field.
’ Skill and Sincerity are Built 
into This Car
The Cleveland Six is the product of men spendidly experi­enced in the design and making of fine cars, men who have con­tributed heir genius and skill and sincerity to the building up of one of Amerca’s finest high-quality cars. So the Cleveland is an expression of the best ideals for service to the world, dependable service of transportaton and recreation. It is a really unusual car. *lt brings genuine motoring satisfaction within reach of thousands who have wanted such a car. It brings new motor­car quality at a low price.
Test Cars on the Road 
Three Years
The Cleveland is a finished product. There is no suggestion of the experimental about it. It is new to the public, but to the men who conceived it and developed it the Cleveland is a per­fected car.
Cleveland. Sixes have been on the road for three years, un­dergoing every conceivable test for performance and endurance Two years ago the car was taken for production. But the war was coming, and the Cleveland waited.
Today, in a splendid new plant the very last word in mod­ern equipment and method, this car is built for you. Managing this great plant, directing all its various departments and guard­ing every operation, is a group of men whose sincerity of pur- purpose is a guarantee of excellence in their car.
Powerful, Sturdy 
and Simple
Mechanically, the Cleveland Six is of extraordimuw sturdi­ness and simplicity throughout. It is distinctive. It nas refine­ment of construction not commonly found in low-priced cars.
The wheel-base is more than ample to permit of the most pleasing body designs and to provide seating capacity for five adult persons in the very extreme of comfort, with proper pitch of cushions and lots of leg-room.
Power? There is power lo spare in the Clevland Six. Pow­er that takes the loaded car flying over the hills and at any speed that anyone would wish over the country road and open highway. Power so flexible, so responsive to the slightest touch of the throttle, that those of us who have driven many cars know there are few motors indeed that compare with it at all.
And this motor is in no other car. It is the exclusive Cleve­land Six motor, designed by engineers of the Cleveland Com­pany and built under their supervision in the Cleveland factory.
Your Own Choice of Four 
Beautiful Bodies
The Cleveland Six will please you. The body designs and furnishings of the handsome touring car. the snappy single-seat roadster, and the two splendid closed car models, are worthy of the mechanical excellence of the car. In some one of these four models you will find your car.
CONDENSED SPECIFICATIONS
lit »T( >R—Six Cylinder valve in head type; bore 3 inches, stroke 4U inches: six 
cylinders cast en bloc separate from crank case; detachable cylinder head; 
valve mechanism completely enclosed: three-bearing crankshaft of Targe dia­
meter. Cam shaft and accessories driven by adjustable silent chain. Lu­
brication by gear pump positively driven by spiral gear from cam shaft. 
CARBURETOR—Stromberg—vacuum system—16 gal. tank at rear.
IGNITION—Distributor and high tension coil, or Bosch magneto, $45 extra. 
STARTING AND LIGHTING—Gray and Davis two unit system.
COOLING—By centrifugal pump, cellular radiator and adjustable self oiling fan. 
TRANSMISSION—Unit Power Plant construction with center control. Three 
speeds and reverse. Nickel steel gears and shafts. Main shaft mounted en 
annular ball bearings.
CLUTCH—Disc type. PROPELLER SHAFT—Fitted with double universal joints. 
It EAR AXLE—Floating type. Pressed steel housing: spiral bevel gears; Timken 
bearings throughout. Chrome nickel steel drive shafts.
FRONT AXLE—Drop forged I Beam. Chrome nickel steel spindles and steering 
arms. Timken Bearings in wheels.
BRAKES--Ample in size and efheieney.
SPRINGS -Semi-elliptic front and rear, bronze bushed eyes. Rear underslung. 
STKKRXG GEAR — Worm, and sector type, irreversible, fitted with 18 inch Wal­
nut wheel.
WHEELS -Wood. Artillery type. Wire winds (set of 5) $105 extra.
RIMS —Firestone, straight side demountable . TIRES—32x4. Non-skid Rear. 
W H E E L  B A S E  — 112 inehes
T o p —nne man type, fitted with door opening cunains and beveled glass rear 
window.
UIX1SH--Body--Cleveland Blue, upholstered in hand buffed, bright finished, long 
grain leather Hood, lenders and running board shields, black enamel. Wheels
and ch as s i s  b lack.
Mo PELS AND PRICES Touring car (Five Passengers) $1385, Roadster (Three 
Passengers) .<1385. Sedan ( Five Passengers), Coupe (Four Passengers).
CHANDLER MOTORS OF MAINE
PO R TLAND , M AINE
Cleveland Automobile Company Cleveland, Ohio
#
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ONLY 14 HOUSES IN
RHEUMS UNSCATHED
Twenty thousand people have re­
turned to Rhelms. There are only a 
few houses fit for habitation and 
hundreds of these people are living in 
the French and German dugouts north 
Of the city. Others are camping out 
in ruined homes of which only the 
walls and perhaps a corner of the 
roof remain. Still others find shelter 
in a dormitory prepared in a large 
school-house. The city sells kitchen 
utensils, stoves and bedding. In front 
of the partially restored railroad sta­
tion is a row of small pushcarts which 
are rented by the returning Reinola to 
transport their few belongings and 
scant luggage to a place of shelter.
Sightseers are pouring into Rhelms, 
and for their accomdatlon special 
trains on a fast schedule are run from 
Paris. It is rather humiliating to be 
obliged to record tat some of these 
tourists complain of the food and of 
the discomforts of a visit to Rheims— 
and this in the face of the desolation 
and suffering of the people whose 
ruined city these Joy riders come to 
view merely as a spectacle.
Scarcely a house that is not a hope­
less ruin, and every house once a 
home. It is said that of the 15,000
The American Memorial Hospital to 
be built here cannot be completed for 
a year, great as is the need for it at 
the present time. Until its doors open 
the Remois must depend upon make­
shift hospitals as well as im proved  
public utilities of every kind.
That the Americans who have come 
to the rescue so many times are now 
making ready to build a permanant 
hospital amid the ruins and endow it 
perpetually, in honor of their own dead 
as well as to aid France—is perhaps 
the greatest inspiration the Remois 
have. It is an encouragement to be­
lieve that if not for the present gen­
eration, then for their children Rheims 
will be restored. Without this belief 
the present desolation would crush 
even the stoutest hearts of these peo­
ple who have come doggedly back to 
the ruins of their homes, but are utter­
ly unable to bring any order out of 




The two great projects which are to 
be voted upon by the people of Maine 
on Monday, September 8, are so close­
ly related as anything could be. We 
should have good roads to make the
' many cases vessels must be used in 
carrying them from port to port in the 
sam > country. In this way the ion- 
ge:-t:V‘.’ r:: t’ :e rai’.'cads is relieved and 
they may be used for transportation to 
the points which absolutely append 
; upon them.
The United States is a world market 
and, therefore, it must raise enough 
to not only supply itself but to help 
feed the nations in other parts of the 
earth. When it comes to shipping 
across the ocean the big craft is the 
cheapest one because it takes a vastly 
greater load with only a slight in­
crease in the amount of crew necessary 
or coal consumed in generating steam 
for the boilers. The rates on these 
ships, therefore .can be lower and still 
be operated at a profit. These big 
ships cannot enter any little harbor or 
tie up at any small wharf. They must 
have the finest of harbors and the most 
modern piers. Maine today has the 
splendid harbors but she has not the ; 
necessary piers. For this reason the 
only big ships that come to Maine are 
those which are operated by the Grand 
Trunk from Portland and which are so 
occupied with their own Canadian 
traffic that they have not the capacity ; 
to handle Maine Merchandise. Conse- :
iquently Maine has to ship its products 
to Poston and New York with their 
! long freight haul and it has to pay 
’ iyh commissions for ha:: I'lrg th- m ?*i 
these t ,vo places. Som dimes our 
Manners and merchants gei good serv­
ice but more generally it is of a very 
I indifferent, character and there are 
: huge counter-charges on the part of 
|the buyers for damaged and delayed 
goods. If Maine had a pier of its own, 
it could handle its own products, could 
! save the big commissions, could see 
that its goods were properly taken care 
of and shipped on time, and could save 
the producers of the State hundreds of 
thousands of dollars
1 Thus, going back to the beginning, 
we see that we must have good roads 
in order to get our merchandise and 
farm products to the ports and when 
they arrive there we must have an 
adequate pier from which to ship them. 
So it may be seen that the bond is­
sues for good roads and for a State 
pier are very much bound up in one 
another. If we get the bond issue for 
highways the farmer will be able to get 
all the year roads from his farm to 
the station, and if we get the issue 
for a State pier we arrange to take
care of what the farmer produces and 
(thus enable him to be prosperous and
to lead the life of comfort and enjoy­
ment which he so much deserves.
best use of a State pier and without 
buildings In the city only 14 escaped a pjer we lose a vast amount of bene- 
nnscathed. 1 fit from any improved highways we
Next to the cathedral the most visit- niay have. The connection, to many.
ed place In the city is the hospital run 
by the American Fund for French 
wounded and the Women’s Overseas 
Hospital Organization. Here are more 
than 150 beds sheltered in a half de­
stroyed group of buildings.
Forty American women—doctors, 
nurses, aids— are taking care of bed 
patients and attending 200 people a 
week In the dispensary. Injuries from 
falling walls and accidentally explod­
ed band grenades add to the usual til- 
ment8 to be treated. The municipal
does not appear on the face of the 
statement, but, nevertheless, it is true. 
To prove it we must start away back 
at the fare. Here we need good roads 
to get the produce to the railroad sta­
tion or shipping center and without 
them the value o feverything that has 
been raised shows a marked deprecia­
tion. These roads must be good every 
month in the year. There must be no 
spring mud time if the farmer is to 
receive the full benefit of his work. 
Upless the products can be conveyed
clinic burned up Just as it had got faif-1 fr0m the farm to the shipping point
ly started thus increasing the de­
mand upon the American hospital and 
dispensary.
The American Fund automobiles 
seem to be the only ambulance and 
hospital supply service available.
Tbose Americans who think that 
“we' have done enough for France”, 
need qnly to see the work done by the 
American Fund Emergency Hospital 
at Rhelfna in order to reverse their 
opinion.
the railroads are of no avail in getting 
them to the large centers of distribu­
tion and consumption. If the railroads 
are unable to get them to the ports on 
the coast the ships have nothing to 
carry to foreign lands and, therefore, 
no money comes back to the farmer 
with which to plant more crops and 
with which to buy the necessities and 
comforts which he so much needs and 
desires. The railroads cannot handle 
all of the products of the farm and in
Home Cured Meats
W e have recently installed a smoke house in connection with our 
Market for Smoking and Curing Hams and Bacon—and are prepared 
to give prompt service for custom work. Prices reasonable
M c G A R Y  B R O S .  — G R O C E R S
Union Square, Houlton, Maine
CLARIONS MADE IN MAINE
meet Maine's needs. They have 
the constitution that stands up 
under hard work, the liberal (ire 
boxes and flues that give smooth, 
even operation, the complete 
control of fire and oven that 
means economy.
You help Maine industry 
when you help yourself by buy­
ing a Clarion.
WOOD A  BISHOP CO., B a n g o r , M a in e  E*t1839*d




9 - 2 0 1 9
The Greatest Agricultural Prize-  Winning Round- Up in the East
fflE  BEST HORSE SHOW IN AMERICA
NIGHTLY IN THE COLISEUM
MKSES s^wT C A T T L E S  SHEEP SWINE 
Frits, Vegetables, Specialized State Exhibits
Farm Machinery, Auto and Tractor Shows
ROYS* and C O N T E S T S  lb Al RY SHOW andBIRLS* CLUB EX H IB ITS  U e MONSTRATIONS
Diaeuaalont of Market Problems by Experts
Purobrad Cattle, Sheep and Swine Sales
MUSE RACES AUTO RACES Sept 19and 20
Music ■  Auto Polo - Attractions
REDUCED RATES ON ALL RAILROVDS
1IN6 YOUR NEIGHBOR
O








THE FLAVOR LASTS 
SO DOES THE PRICE!
f t
WHY NOT INVESTIGATE?
CASE 9-18 KEROSENE TRACTORS
Your order today means that tomorrow this machine will 
be on your farm, doing the work of 3 good teams at an 
operating cost of one man’s time plus 15 gal. of kerosene 
and 1 gal. of cylinder oil per 10 hour day.
Present limited stock and price conditions warrant pur­
chasing now.
J A M E S  S .  P E A B O  D Y
Houlton, Maine
157
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FORMER SHERIFF 
INDORSES TANLAC
"Monty Couldn't Buy the Good it Did 
Me", Sept Hon. A. R. Anderson
w *m f*m m **m m ****m -.-' • .......
stock. . M r., Williams reports a fine j of the 9th and the game was over. j people are becoming accustomed to it. 
business and .also says Houlton has; A large crowd witnessed the games the first of which is the horse pulling 
one of the best Fairs in Maine . j well satisfied that they had received i matches and on
The old reliable DeLaval separtors i their money's worth. The batteries ; nearly 1500 people
“ Money could not buy the vgood 
Tanlac has done me and I gladly rec- 
omend it for what it has done in my 
case”, said Hon. Archie R. Anderson, 
of Houston, Texas, Ex-Sheriff of Har­
ris County, recently.
Mr. Anderson is unquestionably, not
was exhibited by W. L. Magee the lo- for Caribou Harmon and Tornquist; 
cal agent- for Houlton McGibbon and Deasy:
A double booth at the south end of Umpire Carl Gray, 
the hall was given over to the display Fireworks
of flowers and plants, it was attract- The pyrotechninal display furnished
CLASSIFIED ArDS CLASSm tirADS
Wednesday forenoon Thr<* " 'P C T m ,  b“ f y' * * * '1  g in“ ; e 8e"  your Vne '* ’ "= *»'> * '«>  Horace ^ 4 at Osgoods Little Store with the Big Chaloner ’ Tel 165-1*  ^ ,l  were on hand to stock 1 naiontr. i » . i.
witness the contest which had 8 en­
tries. all splendid looking teams.
As the loads were increased a num­
ber of contestants were eleminated 
until only a few teams were left to
Wahted a woman for Chamber work
Apply to .Mrs. R  J. Lanou >, Snell
To Let Desirable Furnished
1 1 K.-lleran~St‘ ' " T i l  W f-W.
Rooms
1 louse. l.‘!5
tively arranged and proved to be one tor Wednesday and Thursday evenings complete the struggle for the big prize.
of the feature booths at the Fair. drew the usual record breaking
The old reliable music bouse, known crowds all anxious to see just what
as the Astle Music Co. occupied a was new in this line, they found out as
tastefully decorated space done in they always do.
purple and white in charge of Messrs The gentlemen who has furnished 
Haley and Bither. Their high grade these displays for some years is some
t piano players and the Edison line of thing of an artist in his line, he man-
only one of the best known, u one o honographs enlivened things through- ufacturers the goods himself and they
th« most popular men who «m r  h M  lout the week with half hourly concerts always provide a surprise to the on- 
public office In the state o axas‘ ; a VOoalist too, rendered selections lookers, it really seems as though he 
After serving as Deputy Sheriff of the busy houra. had reached the limit of invention.
Harris County for twelve years i r. ^  ja(jy specialist in wire drawn when behold a new visit, unfolds a 
Anderson was elected Chief 0 0 ce jewejrv occupied a small space in the bigger surprise which is a thing of
Of the city of Houston. e a west aisje where souvenirs were made beauty, color and noise,
copied tills office only a s or to or(jer in the twinkling of an eye,; it is safe to sav that as often as
when the Sheriff of arr s oun a g00q business was done each day. this gentleman Is secured to provide*
died. Mr. Anderson s frien s persau domestic arts section which the fireworks just so often will the
«d  him to make Me■ » < * for «■ » '»“ * was hca,.ge of Mrs. j. Furry was „e nttafed.
expired term of S I found a display that was a delight to Boys and Girls Club
was easily elected. e JJaS °^ore eye space was a crowded one Rist of the prize winners in the
with re-election seven d eJ"en mefS ' requiring much skill in classifying and Boys’ and Girls' Clubs of Houlton, Lit-
and served the people n t s mpor arranKing the numerous exhibits no tleton and Cary Mills at their exhibi-
ant office for fifteen consecu v® class of exhibits continue to at- tion of Agricultural products at tin1
years. Then Mr. Anderson d e c l i n e d the (;,ose attentlon of the visit- Houlton Pair.
re-election and retired to pr va e e^  tban does this one. and each year Canning Exhibit
He cast his lot among the peop e o  ^ the nee(1 of larger quarter for the First. Elizabeth Hbbett. Houl-
Houston and is a large property o jn - d,splay of Bame. It was con- ton, Maine: second. Laura Bishop
« r  and foremost citizen of that inter- *  1 , . ,....... ....
Those who contested were;
Geo. H. Benn, span, weight ;*,:*>80 lbs.
Lynwood Hhodas. span, weight ;>2oo 
lbs.
Uriel Rhoda, span, weight :>55S() lbs.
Albert R Mooers, span, weight .‘5010 
lbs.
( ’has. Pagers, span, weight 550 lo lbs
Town of Houlton, span, weight 2980 
lbs.
Houlton Ice Co., span, weight 55115 
lbs.
Hallie McQuarrie, span weight 2885 
lbs.
The judges were Howard Tingley. 
Dr. P. L. B. Ebbett of Houlton and F7 
W. McBurnie of Presque Isle.
The final decision of the judges 
awarded the prizes as follows:
Fisrt prize. $50.00. Houlton lee Co.
Second prize, $25.00, Geo. H. Benn.
Third prize, $10.00, Hallie McQuarrie.
Cavalcade
The parade of the prize winers on ! 
the closing day drew an audience of
W anted a table girl at R. C. I.




Coupons for typewriters ribbons may
be exchanged at the TIMES office 
for any machine.
Boarding Places Wanted for Students.
Write or call Houlton Business Col­
lege. 435
House for Sale: Inquire of Dr. P. M.
Ward, office Dunn Furniture Co. 
Block.
Osgood’s Hand made Wedding Rings
are made as you want them, and 
when you want them.
Starkey’s Meat Slicer just puts the
finishing touch on smoked beef,
bacon etc.
Horace Chaloner is purchasing I ve 
poultry of all kinds paying the high­
est price for them. Tel. 465 12.
Ring 253W for the correct tim e of the
day. Osgood is pleased to accom­
modate you.
Lost “ New England Homestead” re­
ceipt book. Finder please return to 
Times office and receive reward
156p
Anyone desiring to sell the ir chickens,
ducks, geese or turkeys may do so 
bv calling Horace Chaloner. Tel. 
465-12.
Houlton Flour and Feed M ills (The
old Merritt mills. Telephone 470 
W E Carr. Prop
! Lost on the road between Houlton
and Haynesvilh* a nfUn's raincoat. 
Finder please notify, or leave at, 
ofiice 1556
Don't A llow your Watches or Jewelry
to be sent to the cities for Repairs. 
Have Osgood do the work right here.
For A ll Kinds of House Painting or
Papering, call or telephone J. W.
144-3. 
tf
Conlogue, Pleasant St. Tel.
this
the bestosting and propersous city.“I was in a rundown condition,” ! years exhibit one of 
continued Mr. Anderson, “and had no shown.
appetite at ail. I could hardly sleep Cooked food, Dairy Products, Apiary 
at night and never felt like getting up
sidered by those who know that this $2.00, Cary Mills,; third, Mary Thomp- nearly 1000 persons, the procession was
ever son. $1 .00, Cary Mills.
Poultry Exhibit
Hrst. Mary Smalley. $2.00, Houlton: 
j Products, Canned fruit and vegetables second. Mary Webb. $1.00, Houlton: 
were shown in attractively arranged third, George Yerxa, 75c, Houlton. 
show cases. Pig Exhibit
j F ru it and Vegetable Display First, Herman Porter, $5.00 Gary
Mr. Robinson chairman of this de- Mills; second. Howard Webb, $2.00, 
partnient said that he considered his Houlton: third. Mary Webb, $1.00. 
section the very best ever shown in Houlton.
Houlton. ,
Favorable weather during the grow­
ls the mornings, I was tired. I had the 
worst form of indigestion, suffered all 
the time from gas on my stomach and 
was continually belching up undigest­
ed food. I had to take my coffee with­
out sugar, as when I drank it witl* Houlton. , Squash Exhibit
sugar, 1 would just belch for  ^hours. j v le e t er ri g t e grow- First. Mary Webb, 75c. Houlton.
would* bloat and swell up e w . geflgon been most beneficial to Cucumber Exhibit
poisoned and. suffered with neura g e ^  matu(.|ty 0f both Fruit and Veget- First, Robert Burleigh, 75c, Houl 
pains of the worst>sort, an no allies. The entries v^ere of large ton; second. Willis Porter, 50c, Little-
seemed to help me only In a » (numbers and nearly everything native ton; third, Mary Webb, Houlton.
ary way. I Jh»t cm*’1 tell you o i ( temperate climate was attrac-j Potato Exhibit
did suffer for the past four years and ,01 - - ---------
up to the time I began taking Tanlac
slow in forming as helpers were scarce, 
a hurried visit to the midway and the 
use of a megaphone enabled the com­
mittee to rustle a crowd of boys and 
young men to lead the stock, which 
when formed into line reached around 
the track.
Sportsmen are much pleased with C.
S. Osgood's Diamond Rifle Sights. 
He makes them to fit all makes of 
Guns and Rifles.
Lumber W anted, Hardwoods Dry or
sawn to order. We send inspector. 
Wayne Lumber Go., 110 West 40th 
Street, New York City. 12556
Maple Spring W ater is Being Used by
many people at Ibis season of the 
vear. Leave your orders 
TIMES Office at the
Subscriptions fo r any Magazine or
Newspaper may be left at the 
TIMES Office, where the lowest 
price can be obtained.
Lost Wednesday, August 27th a small
black purse containing sum of 
money, in Market Square. Will 
finder please leave at Times office.
156p
Typew riter Ribbons for ail machines
as well as Carbon Paper made by 
Webster—There’s none better. Call 
or send to TIMES Office.
As each exhibitor passed the stand District Managers and Agents we in-
Merchants and Professional men do not
have to buy coupon books for type­
writer ribbons. Buy your ribbons at 
the TIMES office as you need them.
his name and entry was announced.
It was a most imposing spectacle 
which was thoroughly enjoyed by all. 
The prize winners were a beautiful lot 
of; animal^j vyhen shown to such ad­
vantage.
NOTICE
sure men's and women's wages 
against accident and sickness; best 
policeis. prompt settlements best 
commission: build up a business for 
yourself. General 'Accident Co.. 161 
Devonshire St., Boston, Mass. 1 54p
For Sale one Gray Sepator, one Gray
Engine mounted on trucks, one 
Drag saw and one Circular saw. 
Mrs. Maud R. Stevens, R. F. D. 4
555 tf
•  few weeks ego.
“When 1 read the testimonials of 
some who had been relieved of trou­
bles like mine 1 just felt like I could­
n't make a mistake by taking Tanlac 
and it has done even more for rue than 
I had expected, I began to feel better 
after taking my first bottle and have 
now started on nAy third and I’m a 
different man already. I sleep like a 
log now rfnd eat heartily and every-
The members of the Milk Producers 
Association, of Houlton wish to an­
nounce the September price of retail 
milk, 14 cents per qt., wholesale, 11
People do say it is real
trade at Osgood’s.
pleasure to
tively arranged for display. First. Willis Porter, $3.00, Littleton;
One of the feature displays was that second, Ray Victory, $2.00, Cary Mills;
Alden Robliison 13 year old son of Mr. third, Percy Porter, $1.00. Littleton.
iand Mrs. Winthrop Robinson, whorais- B.et Exhibit Retail cream, 10 c nts;
ed, tended and harvested vegetables of First. Jack Donworth. 75c. Houlton: “™0 jesale 50 ,-ents.
fc‘1  varieties, aU,of which he displayed second, Mary Webb, 50c, Houlton.
in an attfhctJVp manner. He was a Carrot Exhibit
winner of many prizes too. First. Beryl Golding, 75c, Houlton;
Oue wguld,searcely believe that the second. William Jervis, 50c, Houlton, ; 
large variety of fruit exhibited were Twenty-six members of these clubs 
{raised in Aroostook, but such was the exhibited, putting thirteen different , 
lease, it was splendid show of fmit. kinds of vegetables on display, thrsgj.
uu»  ---------------  - ' [The potato show too was an unusaul- exhibitions of canning consisting of i-
'thing I want without the 8 *  e® Ky fine one, but that of course would, pints. 5 pigs and 3 pens of poultry, racks> finished in beautiful ox-
discomfort afterwards. I am 8 . be expected in this land known as the making a total of 55 different entries.; f.0nner will be sold at a great
because it does thelGarden of Maine howeVer when such Houlton club received ^  — * —  ldlze(1 copper
Salesmen wanted to solicit orders
from the farmers, threshers and auto 
owners for Lugrieating Oils. Paints, 
etc. Excellent opportunity for right 
party previous experience unneces­
sary. Address at once The Lennox 
Oil & Paint Go.. Cleveland. Ohio.
3555p
For Sale a Brunswick Balke billiard
table in splendid condition. W ill 
be sold at a bargain. Apply to 
Louis Ginsberg next to Post Office. 
13t
Large front room furnished fo r rent,
also two small rooms that could he 
used in connection. Mrs. C. B. 
Whitcombe, 83 Court street. Tel.
134-1. 235
STORE FIXTURES FOR SALE
Gall and see our large assortment of 
all kinds of store lxtures.
Great Bargains for Someone. 
Men’s double Row Suit and Over-
•ndorse Tanlac
work and I’m telling all my friends juaraen OI maine, nowever vwien Homton club received the most pre-
I never felt {a mao as J . J,. Cleveland who is pro- 12 money prizes total $13.75. i bargain
Ghas. G. Lunt assistant editor of the 
TIMES is enjoying a weeks vacation.
Mrs H. B. Watson and children who 
have been visiting her parents, return­
ed home Monday.
Miss Mary Boulter has resumed her 
duties with Hersev & Barnes after an Oxacetylene welding and brazing on
mill, factory automobiles and farm 
machinery. Cutting steam boilers 
and stacks. A. Lynda, 7 Grange St., 
Houlton. 434p
Lost on Wednesday N ight 2 Ford T ires
1 30x55 and 1 30x55 y2 somewhere be­
tween Wiley road and around Houl­
ton Reward for return to TIMES 
office. 236p
Just what I'm telling you. ---------  —  ,
better In my life than I do since tak-| b*bly the best posted inan in Maine on, carv Mile ,.i„u * , , ------- ,
tat Tanlac. I am ai.llng for you to|‘™US. vegetable,, efc.. will rise up and . e8t L t  , , 4 rece,v^  the ,ar' G ^  ! " , T  *  T '
— • - *  —  and let every enthuse on the subject of the splendid ThV  ,°"ey pnzes ,otal $8'0K Tri , '  ' J t ,■ T  ra<* !‘:p TJlfl Littleton club received the thirfll T n l)od stands for displaying ties.
Three white wood 12 feet 
stands;
extended vacation.
Midshipman Ralph Burleigh who is a 
student at the U. S. Naval Academy 
is at home with his parents Mr. and 
Airs. Preston Burleigh.
publish my statement and let every 
suffering person who may wish, bene­
fit by my experience with this great 
medicine.”
Tanlac is sold in Houlton by Munro’s 
West End Drug Store, in Island Falls
received tjhe third
We must take his word fbr j largest amount, three money prized; 
it and all that we can say is that “ It total $4.00. Mary Webb received,efi *
display.
numberlooks good to me.” ( prizes, the largest
Base Ball Games to any one person. Willis Porter
Lovers of the National game were ceived the largest amount oj&n
by S. R. Crabtree, and in Fort Kent Y iven an oppotunlty during Fair week $3.50. The total amount of
by Stanley Burrill. Advertisement jof witnessing some superior work awarded to club members t^he as||
HOULTON FAR
(Continued from page I)
which for so called amateur players 
will compare most favorably with 
many games played by professional 
teams.
It is true that many of the players
have had college or preparatory school principal of the Central school, 
training in this line, hut with no or- 
now and then asAmong the exhibitors under the grand stand who had attractive booths sanized team, play 
were the South Aroostook Chapter of occasion requires, sometimes without 
Red Cross in charge of Mrs. Cora Put- Practlce and many times with players 
nam, secretary of the chapter and Miss j they have neve^ seen before, one can- 
Magill secretary of the Home Service jnot beIp but w°nder what such teams 
Department, they were assisted by a lC0U*d a season’s team work,
corps of workers who willingly ans- j usua  ^ ^ad games were staged 
wered all questions in regard to the;under the personal supervision of 
ffork. (James Nason who is rapidly gaining
P. S Berrie occupied a booth attrac- an enviable reputation as a base ball 
tively decorated where he showed his 
usual fine line of Pianos and Phono­
graphs, one new line has been added 
the famous Brunswick Phonographs 
In beautiful case work, a pianist and 
vocalist assisted in entertaining all 
visitors.
Next in order was the U. S. Govern­
ment W. S. S, booth in charge of Mrs.
gloves shirts, collars and small wares; 
Nickel pULited artistic hat or furnish- 
jrg, show window frame making- a 
ost beautiful display fixture for your 
jrhplow. golden oak liew design; Urn- 
bfella and cane case holds 72 umbrel­
las; Extra heavy swing bracket, nlqk- 
el plaited with extension rods; Coat 
stands made with extension upri^h-ts, 
heavy nickel plated, also number of 
nickel plated card holders.
F O X  B R O S . C O M P A N Y
Real Estate and Insurance
82 Main St. Next to Elks Bldg.
Horse Pulling and Cavalcade : Agents for Equi, able
Tun traturns ol the weeks celebra*,. Life Assurance See
Hon are rapidly gaining favor as the, A Rea| iron Tonic
CAUTION
Whereas my wife Reta M. Astle has 
left my bed and board without just 
cause 1 hereby forbid anyone trusting 
her on my account as I shall pay no 
bills of her contracting after this dafp.
Houlton. September 1 1919,
556p H. FRANK ASTLE
sociation was $20.25.
The success of this department was 
due in a great measure to the valua-1 
ble assistance given the club by county 
Agent Philbriek and Austin Ham.
Stolen
manager and his choice of opposing 
teams to meet' his ‘‘all stars” was a 
wise one both being amoDg the fastest 
in the county. Wednesday choice be­
ing Mars Hill with Rogers on the 
mound.
The game outside of one ragged inn­
ing was a hot one. Houlton had a lit­
tle edge on hatting, touching Rogers 
quite freely, the fielding all arotmd 
was of high order, when the smoke of
Potato Pickers, Woodsmen and Labor­
ers furnished at short notice with no 
expense to you. Single fee system. 
Write for particulars
Bernstein Labor Agency
76 Exchange St., Bangor, Me. 
Absolutely Reliable
from the residence of Abner Arnes of 
Fort Fairfield on the night of August 
16. 1919.
One Marlin rifle size 52-40 carbine 
style in canvass case leather trimmed, 
iety one *)0X cartridge for same; one Golts 
y revolver 32-20 in leather case; box of 
cartridge for same; cartridge belt; 
one leather suit ease light russet; one 
dark bay (might be called black) 
mare, weight 1050, star in forehead, 
two white hind feet, walks a little 
lame forward from being shoe pinch­
ed: one rubber tired wagon, painted 
black with black cushions; one sin­
gle harness no overdraw, straight bits, 
brass mounted with brass snaps for 
reins: one set celluloid drop straps, 
long; one set celluloid drop straps, 
short,
•If found notify R. B. ROBINSON, 
Police officer. Fort Fairfield, Maine.
For Sale two pure bred m ilking strain
short horn bull calves, can be seen 
at Slewgundy Farm between Mac- 
w'ahoc and Mattawamkeag or write 
E. B. Draper, Box 927. Dangor Maine
535 p
W anted to buy and w il pay the high­
est market price for all kinds of 
feed sacks, sheeps wool, pelts, hides 
and skins. Portland Iron & Metal 
Co., Inc.. 418 Commercial St., Port­
land. Maine. 433p
A Good Buy for Someone. Nine room
newly remodeled home on Sprm.g 
St., electric lights, bath, new fur­
nace. large cellar with set tubs, mod­
ern in every respect. New garage, 
lot 5x8. Must go at once. Jackins 
& Jackins.
Auto List For 1959. A list of State of
Maine Automobile Registration 
giving name of owner, license num­
ber, style of car, and manufactur­
er's number, also trucks and motor 
cycles, will be published during the 
coming year. This list will be is­
sued monthly at a subscription 
price of $5.00 for the twelve num­
bers or 50 cents a single copy. AU- 
tomoblists. dealers, and garage 
men will undoubtedly appreciate 
this service and avail themselves of 
the opportunity to secure copies. 
No list was available in 191$. The 
edition, we understand, will be 
limited and sent only to subscrib­
ers. Orders may be left at the 
TIMES Office.
4. T. Smith and Mrs Horace Hughes,
lltettlrire advocating Thrift and kind* . . . , ..>  . ,  ^ battle had cleared the scorered iubJects were freely distributed ( v
_____ I HouIton.fi Mars Hill 2. Battei
stood
£ ; 7 t a £ T M ' T h r S T s i i m ^  ! Hill 2. Batt«-iPs to,
Houlton- Flynn and Deasy; for Marsand W. S. S. certificates were disposed
of.
. I; i*
In the next space several Primrose 
aep^iVttors were exhibited a factory 
salsjsiaym being on hand to boost the 
sales: during the Fair.
A. Tjqwelry booth occupied by Mrs. 
Holland of Revere, Massachusetts 
old exhibitor, was a busy place w'here 
souvenir jewelry was sold as fast as 
hi copld be wrapped up.
One of the most attractive booths in 
the tmffding was that of the Aroostook 
Holstein Breeders’ Associate, where 
the many merits of this excellent 
breed of cattle was fully exlajned.
Fred G. Drlnkwater had his an un­
usually fine exhibit of farm lighting 
and, water systems. , Mr. Drihkwater 
Is a  enthusiastic exhibitor and a boos­
ter of the Fair and his displays are al- 
ways among the very best to be seen 
oil tbie | grounds.
L. P.'Berry showed several Sharpless 
separators and he was there to explain 
why Sharpless users were satisfied.
A* 0> Hodglns, business manager of 
tjhe Aroostook Dally News occupied a 
space whehe sample copies of a special 
edition’ were sold and subscriptions 
were taken. >
: The familiar and genial continuance 
Of f f i  C. Williams of Readfteld, Maine 
«UUj(Qft*cturlng jeweler, was noticed in 
tjie pext boo|h. No Fair in Maine is 
complete without his presence. This 
Is Mrf Williams 89th year on the Fair 
fffflpt and he always does a splendid 
h«fl%)pss at the Aroostook County 
He Is an expert engraver an 
t*e larger .part of the, 
t o m  a
Hill Rogers and Hare; Umpire Good. 
ThurfdSy'd tetme Houlton 3 Caribou.'Q
The from Caribou whose a -^
piratiaipi- fci'r the County Champion­
ship had i'.on-' high, came to Houlton 
for this game prepared to show the 
folks in thisy end of the county the 
gartie as it should be played, they did 
too. but unfortunately for them they 
found a crew who knew a few things 
about the game themselves and the 
result bf the game was somewhat of a 
surprise to them and to their support­
ers. HarmQh. who was in the points 
for the visitors was easily the best, 
twirler seen here for a long time. 
had speed control apd something el ' 
on the ball -for very few hits wev.- 
made delivery, he was ably as­
sisted #  his fielders and the Caribou 
team wai a mighty good one.
Jap McGibbon put ’em over for 
Houlton he also had something that 
was hard to fathom, so for 8 long inn­
ings the game run scoreless.
With two out in the last of the 8th, 
Sergt. Albert who had just arrived 
from the igrand stand where he had 
received f r ^ a r  Cross for valient ser­
vice,vfropi the French Government, 
was sent in as a pinch hitter, two men 
were out things looked critical, se­
lecting one of Harmon’s best, he took 
a crack a t:it which went safe netting 
hiwi & base, he stole second and scor­
ed'xm RCyal’s single, Royal going 
down to second. Deasy got a hit 
scoring Royal and he himself scoring 
before the third man was out and the 
3 tallies, looked as hig as a house.
(T 1 A  A A A  R E W A R D  for the man who can't find the 
f j j l U j U U V  Urysdale Press Shop to have his clothes Altered 
to Fit, Dry Cleaned and Repaired by first-class workmen. The 
only up-to-date dry cleaning plant in Aroostook I'ounty. We 
call and got. the garment or garments and DKLIVEK in A-t 
condition- . . . . . . .
Call Us—Tel. 263 m or 5i-w_ W c  *U Call 
T H E  D R Y S D A L E  P R E S S  S H O P
H. O. P a tte rson , M g r .
We pay Parcel Post one way on out. of town work. We also 
make a specialty of repairiiilf Ladies'Mid Gents' Fur Garments
Going to Presque Isle Fair? W ell—
Smoke a B F A Cigar
Union Made, Sweet and Satisfactory Smol^e. Seven Cents and 
Well Worth It. At All Dealers
H ouses fo r  S a le
$3400
Buy* a fine home in centre of town
$ 2 1 0 0
Buys snug home with large lipt, of land, 
for someone. , f
A great, bnigain
Buys good liotpe, six minutss \valk from post office* has* ’ i •-
garage anil good A ,^ Oj)d trade awaiting sufneoue
FOX BROS. COMPANY
Real Estate hnd Insurance 
Agents fpr Equitable'Life Assurance Society 
Main Street Next to Klks Club
T em ple T h eatre
° ne 'only F^dayr September 5
DeRue Bros.
--------- I d e a l ----------
Minstrels
*’T l i e  P e o p l e s  F a v o r U e ”
,— Grand Spectacular First Part—
In tro d u c in g  ou r  C o m ed ian s , S in g e rs , D ancers , a ls o  
------------S u p e rb  O rch estra  and  Concert B a n d -------------
G u a ra n te e d  M in s t r e l  B e s t  S h o w  E v e r  H e r e
G ra n d  Street P a r a d e  at N oon
— T ick e ts  n o w  on  s a le  at B o x  O lik e ,  T em p le  T h e a tre  —
P r i c e s  35c, 50c, 75c P l v s  ih e  W ar Tax
R E M E M B FR  THE DATE —




OF L O C A L  I N T E R E S T
•
The Pall term of Ricker will open ( Miss Loretta Henzie 
- m  Tuesday/ September- £3, 1919. day from a visit to the 
'Doherty ft Tompkins have added a of the state.
,j£ow room to .their suite in the Richards
HMk % fv * ',
Contractor Van Tasel commenced 
werk last week on the Green street
feldc*
Mrs. Thps.p. Dobbins of Portland is 
the guest of friends here for a few 
Weeks visit
southern part
Miss Ada Phair of Presque Isle was 
the guest of Mrs. Geo. E. Dunn a few 
days last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick Rogan have 
moved to apartments in the Cary 
Block on Court street.
The friends of Mr. and Mrs. Alvin 
Cotton will he interested to learn of
Mrs. H. R. Burleigh returned Tues­
day from a month’s visit with rela­
tives in Rochester, N. Y.
John Q. Adams left Monday evening 
for Boston to remain with his wife 
who is there for treatment.
W. R. Nielson of Buchanan Dakota 
who is a student at Annapolis, Md. is 
in town the guest of friends.
The many Houlton friends of Miss 
Ethel Louise Hutchinson will be sorry 
to lear of her death which occurred 
recently at her home in Canton, after 
a few weeks suffering. Miss Hutch­
inson was a successful teacher in 
Houlton for some time, being 
ceptress at Ricker Classical Institute 
for two years and later a valuable
Do not forget on Monday when you 
go to the polls, that Amendment no 
•>, on the special election ballot, is the 
one regarding the State Pier and that 
No. 5 is the bond issue amendment for 
highway and bridge construction. 
I)r® Both of these should be marked in the 
“ Yes” column.
PAGE SEVEN
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. Marshall B. 
Dalton will be interested to learn of 
the arrival of a baby girl at their 
home in Philadelphia, Pa., August 28. 
Mrs. Dalton was formerly Miss Lydia 
B. White of this town.
Sergt.Ralph Albert left Tuesday for teacher in the Houlton high school, be- 
Washington, D. C. where he has ae- lng obliged to resign her position ow- 
cepted a responsible position. *ng to ^  health.
Justin C. Rose representative of the Two of Houlton’s prominent physicians 
Crossett Shoe Co., left Monday for a
Lester S. Xefttf,assumed his new du- j the of a son last week.
Hes at the Buffalo plant, Monday,
September 1st.
There wtll a regular meeting of 
#1. E. 0. &  Lodge Friday evening,
. September 5th......
, Mr. Brown-of Patten has accepted 
.;m position as bookkeeper with James 
S. Peabody ft Co. _
Dr. McCrajigyHOf*. Dan forth was 
among the fftrtters in town last week 
lb  witness the racing 
Dr. anft Ifiia, W t B. Gibson who have here to Potage for an 
been spending a  month in Nova Scotia friends, 
returned borne Sunday.
Rev. R. -C: SpeM and wife returned 
borne Friday, from a month’s vaction 
trip spent in, Massachusetts.
Mr. and’Mrs. R. H. Brittain of Ban-
Vernon Sanders of the Post office 
force left Saturday for St. Andrews 
where he will spend his vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hess are the 
guests of her parents Mr .and Mrs. 
Geo.'W. Richards on Court street.
Mrs. A. G. Faulkner and Mrs. J. M. 
Danziger of Los Angeles are guests of 
Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Shaw on Court St.
Miss Margaret Cowan was in town 
last week visiting friends, going from
outing with
three months trip through the south.
Miss Bessie Morrison Of Wasington, 
D. C., is spending her vacation with 
her uncle and aunt Mr. and Mrs. A. 
A. Stewart.
Miss Josephine Peabody, who has 
been suffering from a fractured hip, 
has recovered and accepted a position 
with Doherty & Tompkins.
The services at the Church of the
were returning from Monticello one 
night last week about 12 o’clock when 
the car in whici\ they were riding be­
came stalled on the railroad crossing, 
and before it could be started the head­
light of a freight train came into view 
and the next minute “ Henry" was re­
posing besides the track his days of 
usefulness being passed and the pro­
fessional men returned to Houlton on 
the freight train.
Notice of F irs t M eeting of Creditors
In the District Court of the United States
Dts- ! in the matter of 
George J. Hann
Bankruptcy
Commencing next Saturday the 
Banks which have been closed Satur­
day at noon will remain open from 1 
to 3 p. m.
Mrs. B. E. Anderson and family left
Good Shepherd next Sunday will b<> j n d ADTV a t
taken by the Rev. Alfred Martin, | U A iiv U iv i r A K l i  A l
Priest in charge of St. Andrews j CRESCENT PARK
church, Millinocket. Rev- j A very pretty dancing party was
Scott Smith having been requested by | given at Crescent Park last Friday 
the Bishop to preach in St. Pauls [ evening by Mrs. Geo. E. Dunn, 
church, Portland. j The pavillion was prettily decorated
Miss Pearl Sargent, stenographer at; with autumn leaves and wild flowers
fo r the Northern Division of the 
trict of Maine. In Bankrupt 
In the matter of j
John Kllis fn
Bankrupt.;
To the creditors of said John 
Kllis of Woodland in the county of Aroos­
took and District aforesaid, bankrupt
Not ice is hereby given that on the 
26th day of August, A. [>., min the said 
J u .hn F I  M s  w a s  duly ad­
judicated bankrupt; and that the first 
meeting of creditors will be held 
office of Edwin L. Vail, in Houlto 
the mil day of September, A. D.. linn at ! 
10.00 o’clock in the forenoon at which 
time the said creditors may attend, > 
prove their claims, appoint a trustee, 1 
examine the bankrupt and transact such | 
other business as may properly come be- j 
fore said meeting. |
Dated at Houlton, August 26, 1919. i 
EDWIN L. VAIL, 
Referee In Bankruptcy, i
Notice of F irs t M eeting of Creditors
In the District Court of the United States 
for the Northern Division of the Dis­
trict of Maine. In Bankruptcy
, In Bankruptcy
Bankrupt. [
To the oreditors of said George H. 
Hann of Masardis in the county of 
Aroostook and District aforsaid, bank­
rupt.
Notice is hereby given that on the 
2Cth day of August, A. !>., m o  the said 
George J. Hann was duly adjudicated 
bankrupt and that the first meeting 
at the I ° f 9re?itors wil1 be held at the office of 
cm, on ‘ -wm L. Vail, in Houlton on the 13th 
1 day of September, A. D., 1019 at 10.00 
o’clock in the forenoon, at which time 
the said creditors may attend, prove 
their claims, appoint a trustee, examine 
the bankrupt, and transact such other 
business as may properly come before 
said meeting.





f r r  spent th© > e e k  end as guests of j last week for Mass., where she will 
feer brother H*rOfd U  Chadwick. spend the month of September at her
Mr. and l|rs.rC%rltQb Hutchins and former home.
Rdw. Code o f Bridgewater were in 
town ThursdU/ tQ attend the Fair.
Mias Bngenia Mhrry who has been 
have been sp^ndJgg tho.. summer at 
qpendlng tbeaugamer at Red Beach,
Maine has returned hom.
air. Henry Whitb of Augusta and 
-experienced tailpV qT 20 years, has ac­
cepted a position with the Drydale 
ghorp.
J. D. Black sporting editor for the 
#*edericton Gleaner was in town las* 
week to attend the Fai/ and report the 
facing.
The many friends of Mrs. Ira G.
Mersey are sorry to l^arn that" she had 
the misfortune - to fall, sustaining 
broken ribs. *
Miss Geneva Chemberain left Mon­
day for Saugus, .Maes.* w|iere she will 
yeeume "her teaching in French at 
S n gn s  Academy.
‘ Copt. Rlchfeomf P: HObson who lec­
tured here Oh ^undey was the guest 
-of Mr. and Mrs. J. K. Plummer, during
the Houlton Trust Co., left last week 
by auto for Detroit, Mich., on her va­
cation. Her position is being filled by 
Miss Louise Chamberlain who has re­
turned from Washington where she 
had a Government position.
Mrs. S. Friedman gave an “At Home” 
on Saturday afternoon in honor of Mrs. 
Ida Kaiser of New Haven and Miss 
Myers of Boston.
Deputy Clerk of Courts W. B. Clark 
together with a number of Houlton 
attorneys left Monday for Caribou to 
attend the September term of the S. 
J. Court.
The Maine Federation of Women’s 
Club will hold its annual F’all meeting 
in connection with the New England 
Conference at Frye Hall, Portland, 
Oct. 14-15-16. j
Christian Science services held each , 
Sunday at 11 a. m. in Sincock Hall,
HOULTON CHAMBER OF 
COMMERCE TO ENTERTAIN I
The Bangor Chamber of Commerce j 
will lie in Houlton by auto next Mon-! 
day afternoon, and at 6.30 will be en-; 
tertained by the Houlton Chamber o f ; 
Commerce with supper at 6.30 at | 
Crescent Park. |
Members of the Houlton Chamber; 
will attend and furnish cafs to con­
vey the guests to the Park. Tickets 
to the supper may be obtained of the 
Secretary Chas. H. Fogg. - : 
Music will be furnished by an -or* 
chestra composed of 8 pieces which
September 7th, subject: “ Man.” W ed-'w ill accompany the members
nesday evening at 7.30 testimonial 
meeting. All are welcome.
John McLean of Eugene, Oregon, a 
former resident of Houlton arrived 
here Saturday after an absence of ten 
years and is receiving a hearty wel­
come from his old friends.
Mrs. Bedford Boone of Boston who 
has been visiting her brother Delaney
Full details will be given later, but 
all those who can go and how many 
those having cars can take to the 
Park are requested to notify the Sec­
retary.
There will be no ladies in the party.
j and music was furnished by Kelley’s 
; Orchestra of Presque Isle.
At intermission delicious refresh­
ments of a unique character were 
served which were enjoyed and dane- 
; ing was continued until early in the 
j morning
Notice of F irs t M eeting o ' Creditors
In the District Court of the United States 
for the Northern Division of the Dis­
trict of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of |
Herbert H. Soucier ‘ In Bankruptcy1
bankrupt.
To the creditors of said Herbert H. | 
Soucier of Eagle Lake in the j 
county of Aroostook, and District afore- : 
said, a bankrupt. |
Notice is hereby given that on the 
26th day of August. A. !>.. 1919 the said 
Herbert H. Soucier was duly adjudi­
cated bankrupt ; and that the first meeting 
of creditors will be held at the office of 
Edwin L. Vail, in Houlton on the 13th 
day of September, A. I>.. 1919, at 10.00 
o’clock In the forenoon, at which time 
the said creditors may attend, prove 
their claims, appoint a trustee, examine 
the bankrupt, and transact such other 
business as may properly come before 
said meeting.
Dated at Houlton. August 26, 1919.
EDWIN L. VAIL, 
Referee in Bankruptcy.
M b stay nn town.
Mrs. ARcA' TSwell, daughter RuthjMcIlroy returned home Sunday by au- 
and Mr. Ckr^r*Shepherd of Cambridge I to with Dr. and Mrs. Fred Swett, who 
M asa, are guest* o f ' Mr. and Mrs. ;have also been visiting in this section. 
Stairiey McIntyre on Fair St. j The Maine Auto Assn, have issued a
Mrs. James Pierce and Miss Jennie j folder giving the different pole mark- 
DfAerty. lfftv.SftU{day $>r St. John, N. j ings for touring, a copy of which may 
B., where they wUl vtiit friends for a be obtained by applying at the Tour- 
week, making the tflp  by auto. ing Information Bureau at the TIMES
Arthur Chathpecta and wife of Bos- j office, 
ton are In town' on a short visit with Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Lane who have 
mtetivee. “Dutcby”-has  recently re- i been enjoying an automobile trip re- 
tnmed from-18'months service over-;turned home Wednesday last accom- 
irnai panied by Mrs. Hannah Gray, a sister
There wm b^.,A^pkcial meeting of j Mr. Lane and Miss Day, both of 
HoMton Grange at 8 p. m. on Friday, Philadelphia.
Septembers. Work In the First and ; Mrs. T. V. Doherty is very anxious 
Second degree. A good attendance is | tQ haye all those who adopted a 
desired. | French war orphan last year renew
The flrSt meeting of the W. C. T. U ., their subscription for the coming year, 
will he held at the Methodist church, The price ig but $36 50 and this will 




HE months of August and September is a good time to give 
your lawns a good fertilizer, one which acts quickly but 
does not burn the grass. I have just what you want in 
my “ Special Brand” of pulverized Sheep Manure. This 
is entirely free from weeds and absolutely pure. You 
will be more than pleased with its effects on your lawn.
The majority of large estates are using this fertilizer for 
their lawns and gardens with wonderful results.
“ Special Brand” pulverized Sheep Manure is especially 
good for gardens, house plants and lawns.
It is put up in any amount at four cents per pound.
EVERBEARING STRAWBERRY PLANTS
Why don’t you plant some Everbearing Strawberry plants 
this month. All plants are grown in pots and will bear next 
year.
The Everbearing Strawberry wll give you good berries 
from August until frost—Let me tell you more about them
Now, also, is a good time to set out Raspberries and other 
fruits, shrubs and peonies.
C h a d w i c k ,  F l o r i s tr
Conservatories 16 High St., Houlton, Me.
September 11th. A large attendance 
Is expected.
8npt. J. P. Darling of the B. & A. 
arrived home Thursday from Boston 
where he sufrtnitted to a surgical 
operation, which was in every way a 
successful one.
W . J. Roach of Waterbary, Conn., is
mother while otherwise it would have 
to be given up and the mother would 
Jiave to go to work .
LIBEL FOR DIVORCE
To the Hon. Justice of the Supreme 
Judicial Court, next to be held at 
_  , , % „ . - - _ Houlton. in the County of AroostooktlM n e s t  of .Lawrence Russell for a ;and gtate of Maine:
abort, visit. ; Mr. Roach and “Rusty’ ; Letitia Happeney of Houlton in said 
were “bnnkles” overseas and a close1 County of Aroostook, respectfully re- 
friendshln resulted i presents that on the thirty-first day
v  whn u  of May. 1916. at Woodstock, New|f|dehlptmkji\ FrdftorlCk Vose o is j grunBWjc  ^ sbe was lawfully married
a  ftudent a l :the U. 3. Naval Academy !t0 Peter E Happeney of St. John New 
arrived home Saturday evening for a Brunswick, and afterwards lived and 
abort leave with’ his parents Mr. and co-habited with him at Danforth, in 
M nf, r rotxWHn the County of Washington and at
Mrs. F. N. Vose on Franklin Sv Reed Plantation In the County of
M n . - Mama ..flushing of Detroit, Aro08took.
Mlflhldan, i*,4p.-.tQ<W)',-Pie guest o f ! That ever since said time she has 
valattvea called here by the death o f ; conducted herself towards said Libe- 
M r  - o t h r y V r a  m ?cts O’Brien
whose destn occurred hist week. ;0f jjjg marriage covenant and duty, 
New Dmaewlsli waa well-represent-Ion the first day of August, 1916, utter­
ed during the Fair, hundreds of cars 1/ deserted your Libelant without 
* license taKsickU8e> an(l sai,l desertion has
v f . i continued to the present time, being 
capacity *-na | more thaii three years, during which 
the racing itlmahe has contributed nothing to her 
and' other events. j sunnort.
* AfftLtW iw w it* nf W ood-1 ^ at 8aid Libelee has gross and con-
< "M W *  Ofosoh hna Dewitt of Wood ; flrmeri. iJahUs of intoxication from the
etock were ta town. Thnrsday to at- j use 0f  intoxicating liquors, opium and 
tend the races. Both of these gentle- j other drugs; that he has been guilty 
HMB' ir e  cWlWWed'tHHP the Carleton ! of cruel and abusive treatment.
STYLE  and BEAUTY demand that th e  p r o n g s  holding the diamond or other precious stone in its setting be slender. In time these prongs become worn so to insure the safety of your stones you 
should have your rings examined frequently
W e a r  Best
TRY
Fit Best  
A re  the Best  
Al P A IR  AND  SEE
Look  Best
Houlton. S h o C  Hospital
I B . E. A n d e rso n , P ro p .
18 Court S treet H ou lton , M a in e
Bring your rings into our store and let us assure you that 
the stones are secure.
This is only ONE of the features of our Up-to-Date 
Repair Department.
We carry a full line of the latest designs in Ring Settings 
Our immense stock of Jewelry, Watches, Precious Stones, 
Cut Glass, Fancy China. Sterling and Silver Plate enables 
our patrons to make selections easy for gift purposes of 
any occasion.
Perry’s J e w e l e r  a n d  O p t o m e t r i s tMarket Square, Houlton, Maine
mu m r n c
WoodBtock next week'
M n . John Q. Adams was taken to 
BttrtfB fo q rU jM iy t  jgpnday morn- 
iBgt'lft * dtap1 m  %§P>ngPaaied by 
bar nnrse Mrs. Burleigh Hlnch and
f l Bt wf e j  f3SJUUL-~~»~—
Cbaa. H. Harmon agent for the New 
Yerk Life Insurance 
for Del McSp,l|ja%* with 600
ether agefi^^onflTse what is caled 
the 8800 ,000 club. They will meet in 
Gallionila, al expenses of the trip be­
ing borne by the co
Said Libelee is of sufficient ability 
and is able to provide for your libelant, 
yet he grossly, wantonly and cruelly 
neglects and refuses to provide suit­
able maintenance for her.
That your Libelant has made dilli 
gent inquiry, but that the residence of 
said Libelee is unknown to your Libel­
ant, and cannot be ascertained by rea- 
eached here i sonable- dilligence. That there is no 
collusion between them to obtain a 
divorce; but that your Libelant be- | 
. lieves that said bonds of matrimony ! 
o.,^  left Monday ought to be dissolved, wherefore she ; 
“ prays that a divorce may be decreed.
LETITIA  HAPPENEY. 
Dated at Houlton this twenty-sev- j 
enth day of August, 1919.
Signed and sworn to before me this ! 
twenty-seventh day .of August, 1919. I 
R. W. Shaw, i
Justice of the Peace.Dance lovers t a f nf  pa«t week
have had an op^ yiiMty Jo, Indulge to j (L .s.)
their hearts content as numerous at- AROOSTOOK, os.
ttraetions w ere ''scheduled for each _ Supreme Judicial Court
thmntfh ih *  Fair The Hey- 111 vacatlon» Houlton, August 29, 1919night through the Fair. The Hey In this actlon u lg ordered bv the
wood MooaUte A n ces  wlth. Phelan s , court that notice be given said Libe-
Jaaa O rc ie lm i J frolft * Calais and j lee. by publishing the libel and this
Hold wore welkmtroniied. I of c °art three successive weeks
_  __ ’ T » i H o u t o n  Times, a newspaper
The Houlton of Miss Lois printed and published atHoulton in said
Gurroll will be Interested to learn of -county of Aroostook the last publication 
hor IttarriagFlier nrontlr to David M. ( to be at least thirty days before the 
MttAfnatk MaaA Mr and 1 this court in said Coun-
“ * 7  ^  " W f l  W  ty of Aroostook to be held at Hbulton
Mm. Hornsey will probably reside in j in said county, on the third Tuesday 
CfriMMnrt, P|M . JThe b^jde is the lot November 1919 that he may then 
dMtfWUr 'W rCTiarll/*Carroll of this |aad there appear and defend if he sees
W O W y l f r f i p y t o ;  ' Leslie C. Cornish. Chief
«^ » ls o ,N s J s p a J llr i lg «e  ln the class justice of the Supreme Judici. 1  Court. 
-011918. ThVtHWl wlflliis^bf her many A true copy of libel and order oi 
friends ere extended for « .  happy fu-
tnre.
» ,. .. .
court thereon.
Attest Michael M. Clark 
336 Clerk.





i Rsv. Mr. Jenkins, Pastor.
1 Morning service at 10.30 A 
Sinday school at 12.00 M.
Young People's meeting 6.00 P  
lDvenipg service at 7.00 P. M. 
Special music by choir.
Choir practice Monday nights.
All are cordially Invited to come and 
hear the Rev. Mr. Jenkins 
Tuesday night church prayer 
praise Service.
Reported Plans for U-Boat Raid
Other acts for which Dr. Altendorff 
! claims credit include discovery of two 
and (German wireless stations in Mexico 
capable of receiving messages from
Church of the Good 8hepherd, Houl- 
ton, Maine
Rev. H. Scott Smith, Rector.
SUNDAY SERVICES 
Hely Communion at 8 A. M. also on 
the first Sunday in the month at 
10.30.
Morning Prayer and sermon at 10. 
SO, 8anday School at 2.30.
Evening Prayer and sermon at 7.
Christian 8clence 





Revelation of extensive German 
plots in Mexico during the war, which 
included a proposed Invasion of the 
United States by a German-Mexican 
army of 45,000 men, at the same time 
that the Germans launched their last 
drive on the western front in July, 
1018, was made Saturday night by
the National Association for the Pro- 
toctloa ol American Rights In Mexico, lo n e s ^ 'lh V  w e «
. thB „ niv German spv missions in the Mexican army and as-‘ Stales who will take with them to
tenced to d a , , |h‘ f them to train troops for ser- Mexico $400,000.1)00 capital. There are
;to receive such a sentence tn <■><• the United States. Ger- aiready 150.000 Germans in Mexico
! UnllteL o ‘ abetraved 50 other German man uniforms were worn so commonly and German immigration on a large 
agents and thus enabled .he military in Mexico that even the local M e x ic a n  ( scale will soon turn the country into 
S i g e n c e  department to keep effec papers complained about i, M ore-; a German colony.
five watch on them, not to mention over, by Carranza s direct orders Mex- “The activity of Carranza in driving 
some renegade Americans who were loan telegraph wires were thrown I Americans out and confiscating their 
giving aid and comfort to the enemy.” open to German code messages. I property is explained by the fact that
personally carried orders from Car- Germans with plenty of money stand 
ranza to Governor Calles to permit ready to pick up the property at bar- 
the spy Wabirski to send code mes- gain rates.
sages freely. ’ j “The full significance of all this be-
Prominent Mexican officials are al- comes apparent when 1 tell you fur-
.. „  . . .  leged by Dr. Altendorff to have been ther, that part of the German schemethat ronntrv reDortmg the plan toi 0
' 3 ’ . . l1CT tVin on the pav-roll of the German embas- provides for great munition plants atthe German submarine raid along ne * •
J . . . ., 1Q1S „ „ „  sv. He says: "Mario Mendez, direc- .Mexico City which will make it un-American coast in April lyis, one * „
, . „ .. . .. . tor of telegraph, received a salary ot necessary for Mexico to import warmonth before it actually took place, , r , . .. . . . .
, , , /•v0,.,v,Q„0 iTl ■ $600 a month from \on Lckhardt. His materials in the future. The treatyreporting agents sent by Germans in 1 ... . _
_ TTri{fpa brother, a senator with influence, re- of peac e restricts the manufacture ofMexico to poison cattle in the United . . . . . . . .  * . , . „  t
States and the revelation of the plot ^lye.1 the same salary. A thml broth- munitions of war in Germany, but ,t 
by four Germans to blow up the hydro- who he'd a position m the post of- doesn't say anything about Germans 
electric plant at Niagara Falls. fica’ als0 received_ $600 a month  ^ tor nmmira< turing as large gnantities as
opening and leading p n va e  e r,i please in Mexi<*o. Thus there is
and passing the information along to . . . . .
. ^ ., no practical difficulty in the wav ofthe Germans.
... , ... . . , ,lf ,,,, Germany's plans for the next war.Dr. Altendorff stated that he per- ' ‘
. ennq 11 v tatP ir. November 1917 car- German agents are active every- seheme for the economic conquest o  a y, ’ < . .
and ultimate military domination of ried a request from Governor ( alle.s, where m Latin America, and the news-
j Mexico was a plan originated by the of Sonora, to Rademcher, the Ger- papers have told us that there is to
German consul, Radeinacher, at Guay- maK consul at Guaymas, foi $ ot, t 0,
mas. with the active aid of Governor *aw the money put ln a bag and car-
tn huild a cemprit nlant with a *'^ *1 (he hag, accompanied by Rade-
jCalles, to bulla a cement plant i n r  n ture. The result of the war did not
jeapaeitv of 90 000 bags a month, at niacfni, to cane.. . . .  .
Hermoslllo, Sonora. ' Continuing the statement says: end the German dream ot world con-
"The foundations were completed", "I was aide to discover that von.uuest, it merely delayed it.
he adds, “and materials for the super- Eekhardt, has guaranteed to Carranza
structure were on the ground in July, an abundance of capital to turn Mexico
1917, when I reported the scheme in into an industrial country. In fact , ^  pa(n )n m  pft of my stomaoh,
time to stop it and the factory had to von Eekhardt went to Geimany last no appetite sou-r stomach and very 
been signed. This factory was to fur- April for the express purpose of fl- much gas. Doctors could not help me. 
be abandoned until after the peace had nancing German corporations and per- The FIRST dose of Adler-i-ka 
A1__ .......................................... Henry
Calling attention to German com­
mercial plans in Mexico, Dr. Alten­
dorff reports that “ the first attempt 
to carry cut an ambitious German
be extensive German immigration to 
that part of the world in the near fu-
ADLER-I-KA DID I T !
A STATE 
PIER
It  would enable Maine shippers to sell and to buy under more 
favorable conditions than at present, for transportation by water is 
the most economical method of conveying products of any kind. And 
shippers would have a voice in its management. Steam and sailing 
vessels from all other harbors on the Maine coast could make an in­
terchange o f freight at this pier without any hampering restrictions. 
Rail or truck shipments within the State would be expedited and 
handled at lower cost than i f  sent through by rail to out o f state 
ports for shipment. It would be a MAINE TERM INAL in every 
way. It would NOT be dominated by Portland. THE STATE  
WOULD OWN IT. A STATE  COMMISSION WOULD CONTROL IT
nish the cement for rebuilding piers fecting other arrangements for build- me ” (Signed) 
and other structures and building new ing great chemical plants, textile f a c - ^ ew’ *ovva
Welp,
helped
L a k e
which tave out a statement by Dr. P. 
B. Altendorff, formerly of the United 
States military intelligence depart­
ment, reciting his experience as an 
American secret service agent in that 
country.
Dr. Altendorff, the son of a Polish 
banker in Cracow, Austrian Poland, 
abandoned a medical course in the 
University of Vienna at the outbreak 
of the war and fled to Mexico, where 
he was offered a position as a spy to 
Operate against the United States by 
Kurt Jahnke, head of the German se­
cret service ln Mexico.
“With pretended reluctance but with 
secret Joy I accepted", he said, “and 
at once found myself in a position to 
render valuable services to the allies 
in general and to the United States in 
particular.” He opened communication 
with the border as a volunteer worker 
of the military intelligence department 
he claims, and was later sworn in as 
a special agent of the military intelli­
gence department.
The association states that it has 
investigated his claims and that Brig­
adier General Marlborough Churchill, 
head of the military Intelligence de­
partment “spoke in terms of highest 
praise of the zeal and trustworthiness 
of Dr. Altendorff and the great value 
of the services he rendered.”
In addition to explaining his activi­
ties ln Mexico, Dr. Altendorff warns 
the people of the United States agaihst 
a  proposed German commercial con­
quest in Mexico.
< Germany Plans Economic Control 
“Within six months after the United 
States ratifies the treaty of peace”, he 
■ays, “Germany will have complete 
economic control in Mexico. Within a 
very few years, if they are permitted 
to carry out the plans they have for­
mulated and are now executing as 
rapidly as they can, the Germans will 
have absolute economic, political and 
military control of Latin America, 
with headquarters in Mexico”.
Referring to the proposed invasion 
of the United States, Dr. Altendorff j 
sets forth that in his dual capacity as i 
a captain in the German army and a 
colonel in the Mexican army he helped j 
train POO German reservists in Sonora, j 
who were to form the nucleus of the i 
proposed German-Mexican army and
"The American people ought to
tories tanneries and all the other in I *0n e v dose Adlerika relieves sour / wnnenes ano an tne other in I stomach, gas and constipation IN-
dependent of the United States and 
Europe.
dustries necesary to make Mexico in- STANTLY. Empties BOTH upper and
lower bowel, flushing ENTIRE alimen­
tary canal. Removes A LL  foul matter 
which poisons system. Often CURES 
“As soon as the treaty is ratified constipation. Prevents appendicitis, 
limited capacity. Mexico gave no (there will be a hegira of a quarter of have sold Adler-i-ka many yeaffs.
# _  , .... - TT .. . It is a mixture of buckthorn, cascara,fewer than 80 German officers’ com-1 a million of Germans from the United glycerine and nine other simple drugs.
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — mmmm O. F. French & Son, Druggists.
know” , he continues, “ that Mexico 
was not neutral during the war, but an 
enemy, active to the extent of its
S F
L O O K  F O R  T H E  F E D  B A LL T R A D E  M A R K
j s w p t  ' m o d e m
I firearms £?Ammunition i
fgSliootinf Rifthtl
SHOE POLISHES
SflV6 th e Leather a n d
Kdep your Shoes Neat
LIQUIDS A N D  PASTES ^
FOR BLACK.WHITE.TAN AND OX-BLOOD (DARK BROWN)SHOES
THE B.F.OAI.UE.V CORPORATIONS 4.TO., SyPPAbO, N .«
This STATE PIER project has been endorsed unanimously by 
the Legislature. Also by the Governor and the following organiza­
tions: Maine State Board of Trade, Central Labor Union of Port­
land, Auburn Chamber of Commerce, Bangor Chamber of Commerce, 
Bath Chamber of Commerce, Lewiston Chamber of Commerce, Old 
Orchard Board of Trade, Portland Chamber of Commerce, Rockland
City Club, Skowhegan Board of Trade, Waterville Chamber of Com­merce.
More than 25,000,000 people can be reached through sea-coast 
cities within 500 miles south. Also, direct steamship communication 
with the important European countries will be assured. Agricul­
tural and manufactured products will thus have
Cheaper Transportation
To Greater Markets
You Will Use Less Coffee Per Cup
TRADE
T h e  Coffee  
M aine F olk s  
Like
Do You Know Your
O w n business:
L e e *  coffee means r e a l  economy. Surely y o u  will wish to  practise r e a l  e c o n ­
o m y  these days. Buy the Yellow Label rouhd carton, lettered in black and gold, of your dealer. Premium coupon in each.
Thtfrston and Kingsbury Co., Bangor, Maine (119)
A L I T T L E  B O X  OF  C O M F O R T
Keep with you a box of those little
Ballard’s G o ld e nHeadache
that in his true character as an Ameri- ^
can zacret service agent he prevented jN ot a fussy powder. Relief for Headaches, 
the raid from being carried out.
Tablets
If you own shares in a business do you 
want a Government employe to tell your 
executives how to run your business?
If you ore n Joy cl employe, do you
: peintee to have the 
zr concern by hamper- 
r by interfering with
“TW* ambitious scheme”, he said, 
“4MUI financed by Von Eekhardt (Ger­
man ambassador to Mexico), and was 
undertaken with the co-operation of 
Cfcrransa.”
Dr, Altendorff, enumerating his ser- | 
vices In-Mexico, says in part:
“1 delivered into the hands of the i 
United States military authorities the j 
German agent, Latham Witcke alias i 
Pgblo Wabirski, the most Important! 
individual capture of the war as far as I 
America was concerned. Wabirski 
bqasted to me that he had blown up f 
several munition plants and stores of i 
explosives, including the Black Tom ; 
explosion In New York; blew up some j 
ships and causpd dlastrous fires in j 
the forests of the Pacific northwest, j 
Wabirski was on his way to the! 
United States by way of Nogales, Ariz. ( 
on another mission of murder and de- 
structlon when captured with me. On ! 
his person was found a copy of the ( 
German imperial code, and this is un-, 
derstood to be the first time that code i 
came into the possession of the Ameri- J 
can government. Wabirski was court- 
martialed and from the fact that his 
case is before the President . for re­
view, Is believed to have been sen-
, Dizziness, Aches ami Pains. Induce Sleep. No Opium, Chloral, Morphine or ( 'ocaine 
Be Snre to get “ BallardV’-in a box.
H w a n t  a  p e l  it
I I p o w e r  t o  i n g
! : ! j r . rr • -• . . . . . .  i .
|h i t s  c L i c i e n c v
i j!ni P e r h a p s  t
iki:
IP IT SWEETj> jqnr itomich sweet and ward off the indi- tomorrow—try




See this Alpine Fairyland by day­
light—150 peaks of 10,000 feet 
or more—waterfalls —lakes — 
big game forests—irrideseent 
glaciers near spacious hotels at 
Banff and Lake Louise and 
mountain chalets at Emerald 
Lake, Glacier, Sicamous.
Golf, swim in warm sulphur 
pools, follow the mountain roads 
and trails—-enjoy your favorite 
pastime in exhilarating ozone.
X. R. DesBRISAY, 
P. P. A., St. John, N. B.
u have noticed the effect of Government control on the railroads,telegraph, and telephone.
B i l l s  have been introduced to license 
and regulate the packing industry — 
perhaps your b u s i n e s s  w i l l  be next.
You w o u l d  p r o b a b l y  dislike to have this happen t o  your business even more 
than you w o u l d  d i s l i k e  to have your 
daily supply of m e a t  interfered with.
Mill' President,
i  : ' i l
Swift & Company, U. S. A.
H dalton Local Branch, 74 Bangor Street 
H. E. Misbou, Manager




WHAT BECOMES OF 
THE AVERAGE DOLLAR 
RECEIVED BY
SWIFT & COMPANY
FROM THE SALE OF MEAT 
AND BY PRODUCTS 
8b CENTS IS PA 10 FOR THE 
LIVE A N I M A L  
1 2 .9 6  CENTS FOR LABOR 
EXPENSES AND FREIGHT 
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DOES THE WAJtT
DISEASE OF POTATO 
OCCUR IN MAINE
All Rnldinti of tho State Can Assist
in Answering Thia Question
eased potatoes decay in the field, and (judge feel that there is little chance !snipers found me at different times, 
those seriously diseased are very likly 1 of potato wart being found in Maine and the Hun cut me with their bayo- 
to decay in storage With ordinary except in and around the larger nianu- nets. One knife blow, I y the way, 
tuber decay no warty, roughened out- factoring towns or possibly along the paralueo my left thum. . 
growths appear. The warts are irregu- coast. However this should noi be After my third battle a:.J my LL:<!
lar and spongy, differing in color from i considered as reason for not making j visit to the hospital, I was billed for
the normal surface of the tuber, and in j a careful search for the disease home. They pinned a tag on me 
no way resemble the smooth tuber-like I wherever potatoes are grown. j classifying me for that purpose, but
This Is an appeal for assistance outgrowths of varying sizes fre- Wart does not kill the potato plant, i j fooled them. My wounds had not 
from every grower and user of pota- j quentiy seen on normal tubers. and seldom seriously interferes with healed much, but I didn’t like the idea
toos In the State of Maine. For rea- | The Station has a supply of post the growth of the vines, so it is prac- Gf coming home while the fighting was
9008 which will be given it is m adejcards which were furnished by the tically impossible to detect it till har- Kti]] going on S() j bade the hospital
more to the residents of towns and j pjant Disease Survey. These cards vest time. All who are interested in , farewell when no one was looking, and
Cities, particularly to those who raise j bear very good illustrations and a the prosperity of Maine, and its won- joined my old company. I had to do
SUMU patches of potatoes in their back ! brief description of the disease, andderful potato industry should remem-(the saniP thing after the next battle, 
yards and gardens, and who are obliged w i l j be sent t0 any address on request. : her that potato wart is easier to pre- 'too. When I had been sent there the
depend upon a variety of sources | A limited supply of illustrated circu- vent than to control. (fifth time, however, my leg was use-
before I got a chance to sneak hack to man. having been in both the Army 
the .allied lines. At another time and Navy for the last fourteen year >.
Argo ir; j lived for jjis home is in Spartanburg, S. C. In 
on tni' e cans of; addition to his citation ribbons, Sergt.
S'veu of - in t.
.■ . vonty-t v. a hour 
corned willi" and 
! tack.
I Sergt. White is
for their seed, rather than to large , jars j8 ajgo available for the use of 
commercial growers. Teachers in teachers and club leaders etc., who re­
town and city schools, boy scout mas- quest them.
tors, persons in charge of school gar- Potato wart is the most dangerous 
dess, boys and girls club leaders and and destructive disease that has ever 
others engaged In similar lines of been found on the potato. It not only 
work are especially urged to assist In destroys the crop but the fungus which 
tho search for the disease. causes the disease may infest the soil
The Maine Agricultural Experiment jnf0 wbjcb it is introduced, for an un- 
Station believes that the question o f , determined period of time. It may he 
whfther or not the wart disease oc- spread by diseased tubers, garbage, 
curs in Maine is one of vital impor- manure e f animals fed on diseased tu- 
tance to the potato industry of the bers by distribution of infested soil 
State. For this reason it is cooperat-, and eyen by drainage .water from in- 
ing through its Pathologist, with the fested fields.
Plant Disease Survey of the Federal. Prior t0 1912 ]arge quanmies of po. 
Department of Agriculture In a state-, tatoes were imported into this country 
wide search for it during the harvest j f or table purposes from the regions 
season. The Station will gladly ex- j wbere potato wart occurs in Europe.
amine and report on all suspected 
potato tubers sent for examination. 
Address all communications on this 
subject to the Maine Agricultural Ex-
The use of such potatoes for seed is 
the probable explanation of its intro­
duction in the home gardens of cer­
tain mining towns of Pennsylvania. If
. CHAS. 1). M OODS, Directoi less. But the fighting was just about
; ------------------- | over, anyhow, so I don't care.
THIS SOLDIER NOT LIKELY j I started gathering German steel for
^
m o r C T  UC T O fl l f  i souvenirs at the battle of C’antigny on
b U K O L l H t  1UUK I May 28, last year. The French had
j PART IN THE WAR ‘ been trying to take this place for
| A repository for machine-gun bul- . months, and we heard they had lost 
lets, as well as a wearer of many med- , fourteen regiments doing it. But the 
(als, and the only man in the United j longest they were ever in there after
1 States Army, so far as known, entitled the Germans first arrived was seven
to carry five wound stripes, is Sergt. minutes. The Americans walked into 
John B. White, Company G, 28th Inf., the town thirty-four minutes after the 
1st Division. As a further reminder attack started. We withstood nine 
of his having taken part in the con- counter-attacks before five o’clock that 
test for democracy, he also bears six- night, when we were relieved by part 
ty-three scars of wounds received in the 26th Infantry. I was wounded 
France from sundry deadly weapons (at three o'clock that afternoon, but I 
in the hands of the Huns. Sergt. had seen all the officers of the eom- 
White pursued a unique method in ac- Pany drop before that, so T knew it 
cumulating wounds, medals, and such, ^'as up to me to assume command and 
He would go out and fight until he had carry the men into the town. There 
gathered up as many machine-gun "e re  only forty-six of us left out of 
bullets and bayonet-thrusts as were one hundred and eighty-five (hat 
necessary to send him to the hospital, started when the 26th came in to let
pertinent Station, Orono, Maine. If jt occurs at all, elsewhere in the United 
requested, franked shipping tags will states, It is probably in the vicinity 
be zent which may be used for sending Gf the larger towns where such table When his wounds were beginning to us rest.
heal so that he could move without j  I have three individual citations andsuch tubers by mail without payment stock has been used for seed in kitch- 
of postage. ! en gardens, or in market gardens assistance, he would watch his chance the regiment has ten. There
The Plant Disease Survey has de- whIch have been contaminated thrmiKh ' an(l es<“ |)<! ,ro'"  ,he eonhnes of the machine-gun bullet lodeed under my
tailed a specialist who will devote hie the „se of clty Karl , f (ertnizer
entire time to the work In this State jor . ..... . .. . „  ... or *°r feeding hogs or other animals.
during the harvest season, He will, Thom *,0<, _____°  I J ere has never been much excuse
of ^ course, have the support and assls-1 fnr ___. tnnrn . .. v . . .. . . ! ror any town in Maine to resort to
tance of all organizations and agencies, f0m}p,n - . . .. . .. . roreign potatoes for table purposes;
tadodlng the Station whose purpose but being 8 sea.,,)ast state tbe’„ ^
It Is to promote the Industry of agrl ;other possibilIties for the introdu(„
hospital when the nurse was looking chin and there are a couple in my leg
the other way. Then he would engage 
happily in the fight once more until 
he had enough wounds to go back to 
the hospital again. “They always 
wished the D. 8. ('. Medal and the 
Croix de Guerre on me", he says, and
- one in the hip and one under the 
knee. While we were operating in (he 
Toni sector I was stranded from a 
raiding party and had to hide in a 
shell-hole between the trenches for
culture, but even with this help it will tion of the disease with potatoes ob- p eneral Pershing issued an ordci^ that two days and nights without a thing
to eat. The water was all gone longbe impossible to make an adequate tained abroad, although these possibi- ^  recognition of his services Sergt. 
•urvey, particularly of those parts ° f  Htles may he remote. In the commer- White was to he excused from all 
the State where the possibilities a re jcjaI potato growing sections of Maine duty in the Army. A brief account of 
greatest that the disease has been in- !milch attention has been given in re this sohlier’s remarkable war-experi- 
troduced. Hence the success or failure !cent years to the nature and causes ences is given in the New York Times. 
Of the work depends upon the coopera-j0f potato diseases. Also nearly every where he is quoted as follows: 
tlon of the average citizen. ; rural community now has the service I was in five major battles, Cantigny,
This work should in no yise be con- 0f the parrn Bureau and County Agent. Soissons, the Argonne. St. Mihiel and 
fldored as ad effort to prove that po- The latter, along with his other varied the Somme. In each of these 1 was 
tuto wart voccurs in Maine. It is hop- duties, is a local plant doctor and as wounded, and the sears kept piling up 
and there is considerable reason such is constantly on the alert looking until they numbered sixty-three. While 
to believe that it does not occur here. f0r new and dangerous maladies. It pushing through the Argonne I pick- 
If It Is here the fact cannot be know n hardly seems possible that so conspic- e(i up seven machine-gun bullets, 
too soon, so that adequate measures v.ous a potato disease has gained a three of which 1 still carry in my body, 
mgy be taken to prevent Its spread to f&othold In such sections under these I always will carry them, too, if I 
tho large potato growing areas. What conditions. It was introduced in to  have anything to say about it, for I ’ve 
la desired is to inform the general pub- ; Pennsylvania, as far as now known been operated upon enough. My left
NOTICE TO BRIDGE
CONTRACTORS
State Highway Bridge Construction
healed proposals addressed to the 
• ate Highway Commission. Augusta 
Maine, for building the following rein­
forced concrete bridges.
The Bridge over East Stream in the 
own ot Trescott, Washington eonntv.
The Bridge over Branch Brook in 
the town of No wry, Oxford countv 
The Bridge over Little Machais 
River m the town of Ashland. Aroos­
took county.
tie of the nature of the disease and its i onlv in thp i at'Vi1 reC^ Vfu ttl€ Commission
•eriousness, and thus stimulate inter-, 7  *! a,WayS be Cripp,e<1’ was 8«sta, not?
oat In the subject. Then if the disease f0re those who are m ost^  ** here’ tweIve times from the knee nesday, September 3, 1919 and^at thatfa not found, through the voluntary as compe ent to 0 e *P y machine gun. Three time and place publicly opened and
alatance of a large number of individ­
uals, it can be said with considerable 
Oertainty that potato wart does not 
occur In Maine. All readers of this 
artical are personally Invited and re- 1 
. guested to assist in the work. Re­
ports o f ’searches made over definite* 
areas with failure to find the disease 
■WSU be especially welcome. Public; 
School teachers could organize their 
pupils into “Potato Disease Survey 
Clubs”, each one to inspect the home 
garden and other gardens In the, 
neighborhood. Reports of such sur­
veys should state the town or portion 
of the town or city covered and the 
number of gardens examined therein.; 
Literature on wart and other potato 
diseases will be sent to any teacher j 
In Maine who requests it. I
This search for potato wart is not; 
confined to Maine but Is being carried I 
on In practically every other State in , 
tha Union. j
How to Know Potato Wart ! 
One does not have to be a plant j 
pathologist, or even a farmer ,to know 
potato wart. It was discovered a short j 
time ago for the first time in the! 
United States (and the second time in 
North America) by a school boy In his 
home garden In a Pennsylvania min­
ing town. j
Wart disease appears as small! 
Spongy outgrowths on the tubers, e s -; 
peelally at the eyes. These warts may 
^pww as large as a potato itself, and ( niton the whole tuber Is changed to a j 
npangy> warty mass. The diseased' 
growths are light brown when young 
bttt the color grows darker with age 
finally changing to black. -Badly dis-1
NEW TAILOR
Rice Block
Rooms formerly occupied by Mrs. 
Manual, where I am prepared to do 
--------------- all kinds o f -----------------
Pressing, Cleaning, Repairing
of - -—- ----------------------
read.
Each proposal must be made upon a 
blank form provided by the Commis­
sion, for copy of which one dollar will 
be required, and must be accompani­
ed by a certified check for 10r1< of the 
amount bid, payable to the Treasurer 
of State of Maine. The certified 
check will be returned to the unsuc­
cessful bidder unless forfeited under 
the conditions stipulated.
A surety company bond satisfactory 
to the Commission, of one-half of the 
amount of the contract, will be requir­
ed. Plans may be examined and copy 
of specifications and contract may be 
obtained at the office of the Commis­
sion, Augusta. Maine.




W ILLIAM  M. AYER, 
FRANK A. PEABODY.
State Highway Commission 
PAUL D. SARGEANT
Chief Engineer
Dated at Augusta, Maine. August 
23, 1919. 235
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tour boxes of hird-
a Regular Army
White wears the badge of an expert 
rifleman. He will be retired in two 
years, tho he is only thirty years old.
The goose remarked, “You seem to be Preparing an assault on me,But Town Talk Flour of finest wheat Contains more nutriment than meat.”
Milled on Honor—Ideal,for 
Every Baking
TOWN TALK FLOUR
■ \'l " U • . . 5V  . * ,
Y ** ^ Y*~ ''■e.- v' ■'••. w- > jr. ' .-Ik- v
T“. - - V
.v.
-J
Every Potato > 
Hill Represents a -■AmP
Our Hoover Potato D ig g e r  
digs up all the potatoes in the
field and piles them in. r.oat revs 
where they can be handle'-’ . !i 
minimum labor. a c
developed to its present stand­
ard of excellency by a prominer.: 
potato-grower, it has proved tc 
be an especially good investment 
to all potato-growers who have 
used it.
The shovel is of best quality 
high-carbon crucible sved a: d 
shaped so as to gather ti e pu. n- 
toes with the least possible jo ;». 
No danger o f cutling t '^  p ' - 
toes to the extent that a p h v or 
hoe does. Stone guards can be 
used in stony ground. You can 
raise and lower the shovel while 
the machine is in motion. All 
adjustments are made from the 
seat by convenient ieve.
The vine-separating rear rack
has a backward and forward mo* 
Lor, that r.fts out- all dirt and 
t l e p c ' - . t s  f . h :  petatoe'; It: p. com- 
p-iCL row or: clean ground direct­
ly at the -err d' the machine, 
wr-.ilc •'.he v.nea avid trash are de- 
; vTied ot one side.
'I vvelvc roller bearings and 
v/ide tires cut the wheels assure 
hght draft.
Patented Doe hie-Action Front 
Truck ye-roits the digger J:o be 
• urned ir o v cry short ' pace.
Solid ru.C, i-o.r.if, rtrong main 
' '.es of 3v.:,;r;r,t.v stofd, bean'-' Ot 
c t quality chrrcoal malleable 
r- , rn'’ steel chains and 
h;v '•■■-■TitC a?teal sprockets that 
gr:a Iv resisvt wear.
Tj n’t fai’i to see the Hoover 
Feta. j D-vrjcr before you har- 
vn.'-t ; v.v; 'jotato crcn; its use 
means greater profits :rom ycur 
potato rop.
Also ask u* about Hoover E n g in e  D rive  P o ta to  
Diggers— two-horse machines unde: all conditions.
mes S. Peabody
H o u l t o n .  M a i n e
ilsslNlssjii i i :
ml i i l l i i i i i l l l




Sept. 9, lO, 11, 12
M aine’s G r e a t e s t  A g r i c u l t u r a l
Exhibition
Smokers realism 
that the value is in 
the cigarettes ana' do 
not expect premiums 
or coupons !
The Finest Display of Livestock ever 
shown in the State.
More Farm Machinery than was ever 
brought together in New England.
A Midway filled with real amusement 
features.
Airplane flights daily by a Canadian 
War Aviator.




V A Real Fair For Maine People • • • •
Camels s re  so ld  srm ryw here  
in scientifically sealed pack- 
agea o f  30 c igarettes; or ten  
packagea (300 cigarettes) in a 
glaaaine-paper-covered carton. 
W e atrongly recom m end thia  
carton for the hom e or office 
supply  or when yo u  trareL
. .B p y  
jhl* r
t I ~ !> «, * - | , 1
^CIGARETTE
If you want to know  what rare and 
unusual enjoyment Camels provide 
smoke them in comparison with any 
cigarette in the world at any price!
CA M E L S  are a cigarette revelation any way you consider them! Take quality, or refreshing flavor and fragrance; or, that wonderful mellow-mild-smoothness you 
never before got in a cigarette smoke! Yet 
Camels are so full-bodied and so fiill-of- 
satisfaction you marvel that so much de­
light could be put into a cigarette!
Camels expert blend of choice Turkish 
and choice Domestic tobaccos makes them 
so irresistibly appetizing! And, the blend 
explains why it is possible for you to smoke 
Camels liberally without tiring your taste! 
You will prefer Camels to either kind 
of tobacco smoked straight!
You’ll realize pretty quick, too, that 
among the many reasons you smoke Camels 
is their freedom from any unpleasant ciga- 
retty aftertaste or unpleasant cigarettyodor!
Once you know Camels you wonft 
take much stock in premiums, coupons 
or gifts! You* 11 prefer Camel quality!
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO., Win*t<n-Sdem, N. C
!,l T e l
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WHY SHOULD I VOTE “YES”
On Amendment No. 5 ?
Because I want all Maine to have good roads.
WHY DO I WANT GOOD ROADS ?
Because they will devolop the entire State.
HOW WILL THEY DEVELOP MAINE!
aaacMiEBX^ mouJcaim^ inaav^
Because they will enable me to move my tonnage more 
quickly, and 60 per cent cheaper. This is as true of the 
farmer as it is of the business man.
WHY DO WE NEED AMENDMENT No. 5?
Its adoption will enable the State of Maine to match the 
United States Highway fund of $2,400,000 giving this State 
a total of $4,800,000 for highway work without adding a 
cent to our taxes.
That is why we should vote “YES” on Amendment No. 5.
WHY WILL IT NOT INCREASE MY TAX ?
Because Uncle Sam pays $2,400,000 and the man who 
owns the auto pays the balance.




Tk* raising of the embargo on for­
eign potash illustrated very forcibly 
Ihe advantages to the farmer of an
and wouldn’t raise a crop. etc., all of excellent results in the far east, where Many Food Shops Raided
No ferti- Americans direct many of the chief A11 this and much more the Italian
industries and factories with natives People have supported uncomplaining-
and calmly for many months, al- 
Americans ask hoping things would improve.
which was absolutely false 
lizer ever worked better in the plant
er, no better stand of plants could be working under them. , ,
found than where these goods were The first question Americans ask " ays h°P '" *  <•“ “ * »  would 
used. All summer where used side by upon landing in Italy is whether hoi- » « s .  however, continued rismg to 
organisation. Had it not been for the J  side with the best of the Commercial shevism has made much headway ,US oig ts, so t at it was dit
Aroostook Federation of Farmers, and! goods the home mixed showed their here. Their surprise is intense when, 0 set ° "  ( ( !  ain ( asses o e
tbe representative, Mr. Hall, whom the ' superiority, and now at digging they upon driving through Genoa, the> see
are in every case equal if not better no signs of strife or unrest, but the
than fertilizers costing $35.00 per ton usual activity and bustle of a big. busy
more. Are you going to believe those town.
agents when they come around this Italy Escaped Anarchy
fall with honey words and specious Rome strikes them the same. They 
promises of what their goods will do, cannot keep from exclaiming. \\ h\
in America the general opinion is that 
Italv is in the throes of a great up-
Federation sent to Washington, the 
W l U l g n  would probably not have been 
lifted. Mr. Hall was the only man 
tram Maine at the hearing, and it was 
only after being interviewed by him 
that our Senators wrote to the Chair-
people succeeded in keeping alive. 
Popular patience wore out in certain 
towns and the people took the law in­
to their own hands and sacked good 
shops Be it noted that no jewelry or 
furniture shops ,etc., were touched; 
only those shops which contained the 
necessaries of life. Other towns, see­
ing the success of such attempts fol­
lowed suit.
The Italian people, however,
I parts had a story of great interest to 
tell. By passing 1 irrht through care­
fully prepared prisms and charting the 
lines, by heating to incandescence 
various substances and passing the 
light through the same prisms to the 
chart it became possible to trace and 
identify the substance incandescent at 
the source of light. Thus by spectrum 
analysis not only the sun's light, but 
also that of the stars as well, is made
to tell the story of the material of 
which they are composed.
Speaking broadly, it has been found 
that these bodies separated by tre­
mendous distances from us are made 
of substances known as component 
parts of our own globe. The rainbow, 
long the mystery of the sky, has prov­
ed the bow of promise in leading to a 
very definite analysis of light.
-oon
heavel, not far from bolshevism."
Perhaps the last food riots which oc­
curred in some parts of the kingdom ; realized that things were not improv- 
did much to generate this opinion in e(i b>r looting and pilaging. that it only
nan of the War Trades Board urging and what they know about fertilizers, 
the lifting of the embargo. Labor j The Federation is going to he in po- 
Untons who have reached the position 1 sition to supply you with all the chemi- 
whero they almost dominate political cals you want this year ai a price that 
aJfalni have done so by keeping men will sound good to you. They will he
on the Job all the time to look after better goods than the Fertilizer Co. . . , , , , „  . .
their Interests, and If the farmers are i will sell you for there will he nothing the United States. i _  ( ays o wan am su enng |
ever to get a square deal at Washing-!injurious in them and no useless ma- But if some of the disadvantages • movemen was sporai ic am
ton or Augusta they have got to be terial, like hair, wool waste, horn and and sufferings under which the Italian  ^ _ gt n,1Z0( .among a certain number 
organised, and when they want any- hoof meal and other sources of nitro- nation is still laboring were known, 
thing, go filter It. Igen used in a great deal of commer- although we are almost nearing a year
In the latter part of September or cial fertilizers. Don’t buy a spoonful since hostilities ceased. Americans
October will come the hearings on the of fertilizer until you find out wrhat would wonder that Italy succttdtd in
agricultural schedule of the new tar- the Federation can do, and then don’t keeping from utter anarchy. Food
If bill. Republican leaders assured patronize anyone who has fooled you conditions and restrictions are just as
Mr. Hall that the farmers interests in the past and who is knocking your severe and numerous as they were dur-
M m &
would be looked after, but what if we 
wanted a tariff on potatoes we should 
have some actual farmers present who 
oonld testify as to the actual cost of 
raising potatoes in Aroostook as com­
pared with Canada, as the basis of a 
protective tariff would be the differ­
ence In the cost of production.
Evei^ farmer and business man will 
he benefltted by such protection to the 
principle Industry of Aroostook. It 
will benefit every farmer hundreds and 
many cases thousands of dollars. Are 
the farmers of Aroostook and the busi­
ness men going to stand by with their 
hands in their pockets waiting for the 
Federation to bear all the expenses and 
do all the work? Every farmer who 
wants to see a trail! on his farm pro­
dace should unite with his brother 
farmers and help bear the expense of 
the fight that is being fought for his 
benefit, If he doesn’t help he is a 
slacker, very willing to receive the 
benefits of protection but unwilling to 
play the part of a man and help share j 
the expense.
W e  want every farmer in the Coun- j 
ty to bay a share of stock in the Fed-1 
•ration and help us to get what we 
have If we are going to continue in the 
potto business, a protective duty on 
potatoes and other farm produce.
Every business man wo is a friend 
of the farmer can have the opportun­
ity of contributing to a special fund 
that win be used only for this pur­
pose. How many business , men are 
really willing to help the farmers? 
In doind this they are helping them­
selves for a tariff on potatoes means 
prosperity for every body in Aroos­
took County. Let us see how many 
friends we farmers have.
The Feredation has begun shipping 
potatoes and up to Saturday night had 
shipped a little over forty cars, most­
ly from Caribou which is the only 
Imcal that has really got to shipping. 
This week practically all the Locals 
wil] begin. AH the potatoes shipped 
so far have netted the farmers from 
H cts  to |1.15 per bbl. more than the 
street price paid the dealers. Be­
sides this there will be an additional 
rebate at the end of the season, as 
enough is retained from the receipts 
of each shipment so that the Federa­
tion and the Local Is sure of being 
aide to cover all expenses, this means 
that there wlU be a surplus at the end 
of the year, as we have got to take 
out enough so as to have a margin 
for safety. At the end of the season 
this surplus is divided among the j 
shippers just In proportion to the num­
ber of barrels they ship. So it can be 
plainly seen that If the time comes 
when the Federation can not get you 
more money than the buyers It Is still 
the best policy to patronize your or­
ganisation because it means more pro­
fit at the end of the season, and the 
more you ship through your local the 
lower the cost of handling, and the 
larger the returns at the end of the 
year.
Also yon are building up your own 
organisation that in time will market 
a ll your potatoes, instead of having 
the cream of the profits absorbed by 
others.
After the fall shipments are over and 
potatoes become hard enough to grade 
the Federation proposes to make four 
grades of market potatoes a trade 
mark is to be adopted and registered, 
and sacked potatoes will be stamped 
with trade marks. Then we will have 
something to advertise. It Is well 
known fact that the Aroostook pota­
toes are the finest in the world for eat­
ing purposes but under the present 
system of mrketlng New York, Cana­
da, Southern, Maine, or any other sec­
tion of the Globe can sell potatoes for 
Aroostook potatoes, and the consumer 
who doesn’t know the difference finds 
fault with the Aroostook potato be­
cause he gets poor ones that perhaps 
were not raised within five hundred 
miles of Aroostook. We have the best 
potato in the world let us advertise 
and create a demand for It and then 
we will be able to get the extra price 
that a superior article always brings 
on the market.
How that digging has begun the 
falsity at "the claims made by the fer- 
tof|fseF agents last spring, were becom­
ing dKlfy jmore apparent. Not a poor 
piece ot potatoes out of over two 
thousands' acres planted on home 
mixed gdods that cost $35.00 or more i 
dollars a ton less than Commercial 
fertilisers, ,
Hundreds of acres, ruined by the | 
commercial fertilizers. Ferti 1-! 
Isc^OMata stated last spring that the ' 
chemicals sold by the Federation1 
would cake and could not be used in 
the planters, that they would rot the 
.need and that they were Inferior goods i
organization.
of people who. through years and 
months of suffering, had lost patience 
and rebelled. Socialists and anarch­
ists hoped to take advantage of the 
unsettled conditions in the country to 
plot the overthrow of the established 





WORK WITH U. S.
A letter from Rome says: Many 
Americans just arrived from theUnited 
States to prospect for possibilities of 
developing and exploiting this coun­
try’s resources have told me their idea 
was to provide capital while Italy, on 
her side would provide the hand labor. 
This would not he difficult, as thou­
sands of men are being daily demobi­
lized who are searching for employ­
ment. American experts would at 
first direct the working of different 
branches of the business to insure the 
efficiency of the organization. As 
soor as Italians had learned the Am­
erican method of running a business 
it would be left entirely in their hands. 
This way of co-operation has given
ing the war. Bread and macaroni, 
which are the staple food of the poor­
er classes, are just as dark and uneat­
able as before. Many days of the week 
meat is unprocurable. Sugar, and es­
pecially butter ,are unheard of luxur­
ies.
Gas is still meted out at certain 
hours of the day and poor people who raindrops, the popular conception that
RAINBOW NO LONGER
MYSTERY OF SKY
While it is true that the beautiful 
colors displayed by the rainbow are 
due to the passage of light through
For the average person, speculation 
is too risky. Often the whole princi­
pal is lost. It is a matter of financial 
prudence to invest safely at a fair 
rate of interest. Start an account with 
the Houlton Trust Company
C Inertest Paid on Savings Ac­
counts.
Houlton Trust Co.
H o  n ito n ,M a in e
cannot afford to cook with gas often 
have great difficulty to prepare their 
meals, as coal has not been seen for 
private use since the war began. 
Charcoal is scarce and dear. Owing to 
the miners' strike in England the 
quantity of coa'. assigned to Italy has 
been limited still further. Thus many 
trains which had been added to the 
railway service since the armistice 
have been again curtailed. The result 
is that in this boiling weather people 
have to travel packed like sardines, 
many standing in the corridors.
i J R * . . ' ,
Hebron Academy
HEBRON, MAINE
T H E  future holds countless opportunities 
for the wide-awake boys and far-sighted 
girla of today. How can your boy or girl 
meet the needs and responsibilities of that 
great time ?
Hebron, through its proper environment, 
close contact with students from many parts 
of the country, courses of study and plan of 
play, is moulding body, mind and soul for 
the tasks of this golden future.
It is an ideal school for college prepa­
ration and also offers practical courses for 
those not preparing for college.
Buildings and dormitories are of the most 
beautiful type in New England. Its location 
in a hamlet having no resorts or distract­
ing entertainments, affords conditions most 
ideal for study, yet homelike atmosphere is 
maintained.
Practical courses including Sewing, Home 
Economics, Domestic Chemistry Debating, 
and Business English and Arithmetic. 
Wholesome rivalry in all sports.
For catalog and particulars, address 
WM. E. SARGENT, Litt.D., Principal.
T E N  BUILDINGS FORTY ACRES
Standard Liniment
For Summer complaints. Half teaspoorifull in sweetened 
water gives immediate relief
35 c e n ts  a  B o ttle  ^
H a t h e w a y  D r u g  C o m p a n y  |
“ The R e x a l l  S to re1
OLD AGE STARTS
W ITH  YOUR  KIDNEYS
s*ys that old are beg-ina with 
vtuensd  kidneys and digestive organs.
This being true. It ia easy to believe 
tkat hy keeping the kidneys and dl- 
•••tive organs cleansed and in proper 
order old age can be deferred 
and life prolonged far beyond that en­
joyed by the average person.
For oyer 200 years GOLD MEDAL 
Haarlem Ofl has been relieving the 
weaknesses and disability due to ad­
vancing years. It is a standard old- 
Uine home remedy and needs no lntro- 
!®OLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil is 
sholpsed in odorless, tasteless capsules 
containing’ a<bout 5 drops each. Take 
them as you would a pill, with a small
ot w*tor. The oil sttaMatss
the kidney Action &nd enehlee the 
organs to throw off the poisons which 
ol<* *£0. New life and 
strength increase as yon continue the 
treatment. When completely restored
w111 keep you In health and Tiger 
and prevent a  return of the disease.
Do not Walt until old age or disease 
have settled down for wood. Go to your 
SfSSS?1 **t a box of GOLDHamrlem Oil Gapeules. Mossy 
refunded if they do not help you. Three 
si*oa But remember to ask for the 








H ave W ater W hen and 
W here You W ant It
free from trouble—work—and with economy 
and  convenience.
The Famous System
Our leader— adequately provides for every need. Meets 
every requirement ot deep or shallow well, cistern, 
lake, spring or river.
The LEADER is easily installed; always operates 
satisfactory.
Tell us your problems. We will be happy to offer 
suggestions.
W e also carry a complete line of
Pumps, Farm Engines and Lighting 
Systems of every description.
Free 192 page Catalog on request. (319) 
R. B. DUNNING  & CO. BANGOR, MAINE.
the drops are directly in line between 
1 the sun and the bow is incorrect, says 
the Galveston News. The light enters 
the raindrop and is refracted and re­
flected hack to form the how. In this 
passage through the drop the different 
, colors are produced which, blended, 
make our ordinary white light.
Two persons standing side by side 
see two different hows though they 
present the same appearance.
Untold centuries after man had 
viewed this wonderful display of color 
in the sky it was discovered that light 
thus separated into its component
A RECORD THAT SH O ULD
CONVINCE YOU
Of the merits o f Hood’s Sarsaparilla 
as the standard blood purifier, appe­
tizer and tonic. Originated in a 
famous physician’s prescription more 
than 50 years a go. Adopted as the 
regular family medicine in thousands 
o f American homos. , Has met the 
tests of a half-century with universal 
success. Made from the best known 
roots, herbs, barks and berries named 
in the Dispensatory. W ill prove its 
merit to you if you will give it a trial.
As a good cathartic, Hood’s Pills.
Houlton Savings Bank
HbULTON, MAINE’
It is delightful to live on Easy Street 
Come to this Bank, start a savings ac­
count, and begin to build your house 
on Easy Street, or provide for the 
rainy day, when a Bank Account will 
be a help to pay the Bills which 
come due.
S M A LL  A CC O U NTS W E LC O M E
The “ small accounts’ we especially 
welcome are those which are growing 
by the addition of regular small de­
posits.
Open such an account, persist in sav­
ing and depositing. You will soon 
find that your account is no longer 
small, but has grown and become
A LARGE A CC O U NT
h o i  l t o n , m a i m ;
Model K.-46
Buick Touring Coupe
T H E  B U IC K  Model K-Six-46 is a true Coupe model, witn 
permanent sides and roof, an exceptionally wide body, And 
its graceful contour eliminates all open spaces between the 
body and fenders. From the outside, the appearance of 
the car is low, [rakish and well-balanced, but there has 
been no sacrifice of interior head room. The rear fenders 
are new in design, with touring car running boards. Top, 
window casings and sashes, are fully metal covered, 
eliminating the possibility of checks and open joints.
The deeply upholstered interior is finished in a new and improved 
fabric, without bindings. Back of the driver's seat is a  carrying space, 
with another in the rear deck. Electric side lamps are mounted on the 
cowl and a dome illuminates the interior. The double-latch doors 
may be locked from the outside.
When B e tte r m obiles A re  B u ilt  B U IC K  W ill B u ild  ThemL. S. B ean , Distributor for Aroostook {County
TM U  XmLVB HOULTON TIMES, WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 3, 1919
S U R R ftU N D IISG T O ^N S
Horse Racing at the Fair
Never before in Aroostook county 
has a more or ■ speed**** * kernes . on* 
tefed for the races than this year, 
from the’ Sfkrt.-to'finfeji Ifiem-has been 
plpnty of action and man ysurprises.
Favorites did notfalwaj^s win rintf t ie  
fact that true to the promise of sarter 
Robt. McKee that the 2.12 mixed race
IIN N F I?^  I Mrs. Eatella Martin is visiting in
u n n b v i i  Fort. Fairg^ld. ^ .or a few days.
Go to the Polls Mondhy and vote When Tn Bridgewater call and see
TE3 on Amendment’5 . ............ ^ ‘„A J * aV?alp i  scheduled for the closing day would
Mrs. Jean Woodworth and daughter | Winter Hate, also fancy Waists. Next •
of Caribou are visiting retotlva* fto^ t“ ^ % tc-iler an<1 dattghtw
Mr». David Uaderhill of Hartland, oCBelfast were recent guests of Mrs.
N U Is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Marion Ethel Collins.
aiiAAtm V1W *  * f Mrs. Hazel Spencer is seriously ill
Wjljaen. , Boston was . Howard Farley, was. in Presque Isle (
theguest of Mr. and Mrs. E. T. Tuelli Thursday to attend a meeting of the with much satisfaction three of 
last week. * .Shriners.
Geo. Bennett and family of Lime-- 
stone was calling on relatives last j LUDLOW
Sa^ d*Bd Mrs. Harry Stimson of • Go to the Polls Monday and vote 
HOQltOtt were calling on friends here YES on Amendment 5. 
last Sunday. Miss 'Vera' Scott of Hodgdon is
Mrs. A.. G. Bryenton of Smyrna spending a few das with Miss Mary 
spent last week with her sister Mrs. |-Hand.
Finnan Popham. J Miss Kathleen Lunn of Summerfleld,
Mf. and Mrs. Geo. W Stewart spent jyj. g  t jg visiting her aunt Mrs. Thos- The time was last, the -track m per^ j.
Hamilton. .. feet condition, the best possible ' ar- '
Mrs. George Frazer who was operat- rangement for the safety and comfort ; 
ed on at the Aroostook hospital last | „  itll ^ c la ls  in; the’ stand WhG
wpalr let fraif)Hl£ 1 *.
The Ladies Aid of the Baptist ! gave splendid satisfaction 
church will meet with Mrs. Edith For a starting judge Bob McKee, of
he a regular race.
It. surely proved such, wltli the IIouI- 
ton track record and the Aroostook 
track record smashed Ivey olid recogni­
tion and as Mr. McKee announced
tlm
fastest heats in a half trifle track in 
Maine* this season.
This was accompanied by that mir­
aculous hunch of speed “Zom Q,” own: 
ed and driven by Harry Nevers.
The racing eommitte had arranged 
one fast race for each day and each of 
these events were anxiously awaited.
taut Sunday In Houlton with Mr. and 
Mrs. H. Edw. Klimball.
Mr*. L i ll ie  Gerry of Smyrna Mills 
and Mr#. Maggie McKean spent one 
day last week with Mrs. James H. 
Bath.
Albert Young has sold his farm to 
Robert Toiler of Caribou. Mr. Young 
Intends moving to Houlton with his 
family.
Mrs. Harriet Rhoda of Houlton and 
Mrs. Eliiaheth Rhoda of Mars Hill 
visited Mrs. B. K. Burleigh one day 
taat week*
Mr. and MM. Chester Perry apd 
Missis Collicot and Mowatt of Boul­
ton were Sunday callers on Mr. and 
Mrs. Harry Stewart
Mrs. John K. Henderson and son 
ef Littleton, IRbert Btewart of Van­
couver, Mrs. John Stewart of Houlton 
and MM. Btta Wilson of Mars Hill 
•pent hwt Saturday with Mr. and Mrs. 
James H. Ruth.
_ M s* tilery B. Sawyer
Mrs. Mary & » wife of Dalvid T. 
Sawyer pease* vaway at hr home on 
Saturday, Ataffiiat 80th at the age of 
70 years. She leaves to mourn their 
loss, husband and six children, Harry 
Sawyer and Mrs. Horace Kelso of 
Houlton. Mrs. Basil Bamford of Smyr­
na Mills, Hardy Sawyer of Portland, 
Mrs. Earl Sutherland of Portage arid 
Guy Sawyer of Linneus. Funeral ser­
vices were held at the home on Tues­
day afternoon Rev. Florence Carver 
officiating.
i HODGDON
SOME OF THE PRESQUE/{S%E CRO WD OF COURSE YOU W ILL BE THERE
; EAST HODGDON
Mrs.' Thomas4'Henderson Was the 
guest o f i^lathtes ip Houlton the past 
week. ..
Miss Pearl Emery of Houlton was 
the griea% of Mrs. Julies Smith, last 
week. ■./''/ v ' . •
Mr. artft M.rS. Frank, Turney of Green 
Road w%g the gitests of Mrs. Thomas 
Lloyd- Stfndqy.r
Rev* Thpmaf 'Whiteside of Houlton 
will pfS$&h iri "the Union church next 
Sunday September 7.
Mrs. Garnet Campbell of Woodstock 
was the guest of her sister Airs. 
Ernest Turney Sunday.
Mrs. John Gartley of Oakville, N. B. 
is spending this week with her (laugh 
ter Airs. Ernest Turney.
. . . . Mrs, Rosie Connor of Lynn, Alass., .
Mr. Benn of Boston is the guest c wo jiap jjeen visiting her parents Mi-. 
Roy Roaix. . . . I4l and Mrs. William AIcAttee the last
Hand Thursday afternoon. Fort Fairfield officiated and he made j time down without the tiresome scor-
a o » » l  hit with the crowd by his I Ins. Mr. McKee’s work stands one by
hospital Friday is gaining. fairness in getting the horses away itself, he has no peer as a starting
MibS TJfmna Jorderi, who has been His sonorous voice announcing the de-‘ judge in this section, 
the guest of her sister Mrs. Shirley cisi0ns could be plainly heard through- A resume of the weeks racing would 
Benn returned to Washington, D. C., t the pavlllfon
Tuesday: morning. „ . ' . . . . . ,
Before the races started he had aRev. H. H. Cosman will preach at 
the following places Sunday, Sept. 7, 
B chool house, HL30 a. m.; Ludlow 
Baptist chtyrt$ g. m.; New Limer­
ick Tannery 7.30 p. m.
heart to heart talk with the drivers 
j  telling them what they might expect 
i for unfair driving, advice which was 
j  heeded, as many heats raced through­
out the week went away on the first
be tiresome reading, so we propose 
giving briefly the summary of each 
day’s events, but we desire to say that 
Houlton’s sport lovers never enjoyed 
a weeks cleaner or more exciting race 
program than that provided by the 
management this year.
Georse Tidd of Boston is visiting 
relatives here.
Go to the Polls Monday and vote
YES on Amendment 5.
Miss Sweat of Boston is the guest of 
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Hunter.
Miss Delia Day and two nieces have 
recently returned to Boston.
Rev. Henry Glidden and daughter of 
Solon, Maine, visited here last week.
Clarence Cox has been honorably 
discharged from U. S. service and is 
visiting here.
Mrs. Charles Green received sever­
al premium? on her fancy work at the 
Houlton Fair.
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Tldd and son 
from the southern part of the state 
were guests of relatives here last 
week
Mrs. Frances Scott O’Brien
On Monday afternoon, August 25th 
occurred the death of Mrs. Frances 
O'Brien, widow of the late William 
O’Brien at the age of more than 
eighty years, at he home of her niece, 
Mrs. W . J. Moore. The greater part 
of her life was spent in this town and 
was highly respected by all who knew 
her. She Is survived by three daugh­
ters and one son all who live in west­
ern states, one sister Mrs. C. O. Per- 
rlgo of Houlton. Funeral services 
were held on Wednesday afternoon.
few weeks Returned home last Thins
^ ; day.
MONTICELLO
Go to the Polls Monday and vote 
YES on Amendment 5.
Miss Alma Melvir left last week for 
Worcester to resume her duties as 
nurse.
Emmett Mulherrin and Orman Stew­
art will have a booth at the Presque 
Isle Fair.
Mr. and Airs. Robt. AIcLeod return­
ed from St. Andrews Saturday, they 
were accompanied by Airs Hunt of 
Boston who will be their guest for a 
few weeks.
Braves 2 .1 6 (4. Winner of the 2.18 
Trot and Pace
This good trotter is owned by 1\ 
H. Reed of Fort Fairfield, Alain*' his 
record was obtained in a winning race 
at Houlton, Alaine.
Bravos was foaled in 1910 and has 
been racing ever since he was a two 
year old. during his career he lias 
started in forty-six events, winning 
thirty firsts, six s ronds, six third* 





her daughter Airs. James
BRIDGEWATER
Mrs. Ida Packard was In Robinson 
Tuesday.
Mr». Mary J. Smithes visiting rela­
tives In Houlton.
Waltaea Rideout Is very sick, suffer­
ing from a  shock.
Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Randall are in 
Boston for a week.
Mrs. A. G. Stackpole Is entertaining 
friends from Boston.
Go to the Polls Monday and vote 
YES on Amendment 5.
visiting 
Stone.
Alisses Viola and Doris Dow of Can­
terbury, N. B. are the guests of their 
cousin Airs. Robt. Carmichael.
Aliss Elizabeth Smith was called 
home from Boston on Alonday by the 
death of her father James Smith.
Air. and Airs. \Vm. Sweet and Airs. 
Minnie Drake of New Hampshire are 
the guests at the home of J. A. Wol- 
verton.
The regular meting of Littleton 
Grange will be held on Saturday eve­
ning. There will be work in the 1st 
and 2nd degrees
James Smith passed away Saturday 
evening after a short illness. He was 
a kind neighbor and a devoted father 
and husband. He leaves to mourn 
their loss a wife and a large family. 
He was a member of St. Mary’s church 
and also of the Littleton Grange. 
Funeral services were held Tuesday 
morning at ten o’clock from St. Mary’s 
church.
equaled bv any other trotter racing 
over tlu* Maine tracks.
In all his contests he has been 
driven by G. \V. "Monte" Gerow, who 
has raced Mr. Reed's trotter with 
good judgement, always having his fu­
ture earning capacity in view.
Tuesday, August 26 
2.16 Trot and Pace
Hayward Wilkes (Nevers) 1 1 1
'Jenny Penn ( Ale A l lister I 5 2 2
Tilley Tipton (DeWitt) 2 5 4
Lucky Strike (AIcBurnie) 4 3 a
Delza Patch and The Exposure alse 
started.
Time 2.17; 2.15%, 2.15%.
2.25 T ro t and Pace





Billy O’Donna also started.
Time—2.20%, 2.20%. 2.18%. 
Wedneday, August 27 
2.35 Class Mixed, Purse $300
Eleanor Watts iHoyt) 4 4
Time 2.18%. 2.10%. 2.21 %. 2.
Thursday, August 28 
2.18 Mixed, Purse $300
Bravos (Reed) 1
Sadie Ashbourne! Hanson) 2 2 3
Alaintime (Briggs) 6 5 2
Jimmy Hicks (Carter) 3 4 3
Homer Baughman. Victoria and Di­
rector Regent also started.
Time 2.ls%, 2.1(1%., 2.17%.
2.23 Mixed, Purse $300 
Robert B. Caribou Driving 
Club
Quoeiiie Brino i Russ 1 
Ozomet (1 )e\\'it t 1
Time 2.18%. 2.17%. 2.22’ .,.




Old Glory ( DeWitt)















Friday, August 29 
2.12 Trot and Pace, Purse $400
Zom CL (Nevers) 1 1 1
Fern Hal (.McAllister) 2 2 2
Thomas Earle (Doherty) 4 3 3
Belle AIcGregor (Russ) a :
Time 2.10%, 2.9%. 2.10%.
2.33 Pace, Purse $300 
Peter Sey/.er (Ervin) 1
Comsewogue Kate (Hanson) J
Oznut (DeWitt) 4
Kentucky Jean (Gallagher)






2 3 4 1 1 





Baby B. also started.
Time—2.18%, 2.19%, 2.21%, 2.20% 
2.22, 2.31.
2.14 Class Mixed, Purse $400
1 1
KZZ9 TUB. THU. ' FftL SAT.
AUG.
31 1 2lr—H3 4 6 e j
Little Anna S. (Reed)
Little Peter (Caribou Driving 
! Club)
jRuth W. (Caribou Driving 
! Club
Roy Volo (Lint)
Bob Mac also started.
AT THE DREAM
W allses Rsld is a Real Spaed King in 
MTha Rearing Read"
In his new Paramount picture “The 
Roaring Road" which will be shown at 
the Dream Theatre next Wednesday. 
Wallace Reid blossoms out as a speed 
king. During the filming of the scenes, 
Mr. Bald himself drove his racing car, 
taking all kinds of chataces and driving 
at Incredible speed to secure the last 
word In realism.
Dorothy Dalton Paramount S tar a 
Root Mechanic
Combined with the natural woman’s 
wit, Dorothy Dalton, the pretty and 
popular Thomas H. Ince-Paramount 
star, 1$ possessed of a good sense of 
mechanics.; She proved this while 
scene were taken for “The Home- 
hreahor,” her new photoplay that 
comes to the Dream Theatre next 
Thursday.
L illian  0 lsh  has Pino Comedy Role 
In Griffith Film
Comedy appears as a happy, attend - 
oat to ffei pleying of Miss Lillian Gish 
fig bar newest role, that of a country 
gjbr! m  MA  Romance of Happy Valley” 
David W . Griffith's second Artcraft
production, which will be shown at 
the Dream Theatre next Friday.
Miss Glsh’c efforts in comedy in 
“The Great Love” were rewarded by 
general applause from the critics. 
Under Mr. Griffith’s direction she has 
created a new and delightful charac­
ter, and her part as Jennie Timberlake 
In the new production is even more 
sparkling.
Comedy Rampart in “Girls’” Lastest 
Clark Photoplay
Comedy is rampart in the new Para­
mount picture, “Girls” starring charm­
ing and dainty little Marguerite Clark, 
which will be shown at the Dream 
Theatre nert Saturday.
One of the delightful situations in 
the film is that confronting a young 
man who has fallen hopelessly In love 
with a beautiful girl, and is seeking 
admittance to her home that he might 
woo her. But his beloved Is living 
under the impression that she is a 
man hater, having been jilted in her 
younger days and having sworn a 
hatred of all men, has hung above her 
door a sign reading, “No man shall 
ffioss this threshold.”
Time—2.13%, 2.12%, 2.12%.
2.20 Mixed, Purse $300
Evelyn B. (Haley) 1 2 1 1
Baldo (Reed) 2 1 0 2
Harvest Hope (Jewett) 3 3 4 3
Rhona Adair (Belyea) 1
Victoria (McAllister) 4 2 2
3 2 0 2 2ro j ay yjan (Higgins & Grouse) 2 3 3
5 4 3 4 ro R0setta McKinney (Taylor) 3 4 4
Time— 2.26%, 2.24*%, 2.25%.,
Ehoes o f the Fair
Visiting machinery salesmen were
loud in their praises for the addition­
al room given over for their use.
Does it pay to exhibit at the Fair? 
Ask the Putnam Hardware Co.? They 
sold a 2% ton truck, a tractor, several 
plows, harrows, etc. Of course, it pays 
try it for yourself.
Secretary Saunders was a host in 
himself, he acomplished much and was 






Dispersal Sale of High Class Pure 
-----------  Bred Percherons
The Tappan Farm will null this band of Pure Bred Pereh- 
erons consisting of :
The Imported Stallion Japon 
Two splendid Mares with foals at foot 
A four year old Mare 
A three year old Mare 
arid a yearling Stallion
At auction on the grounds at YYaterville hairT Thursday, 
Sept. 11, at :? o'clock in the afternoon, to the highest bidder. 
We will have no bidders ihere as we are going out of the 
horse business and are sending them there to sell.
---- -----------------For Sale List write to ------------------------
C. R I L E Y , ManagerR
T a p p a n  S tock  Fa rm W ln l h r e p ,  M a in e
Chester FeeJey. the Dotting committee 
are to be congratulated upon the 
splendid program afforded the people, 
it was Mime racing.
Alanv compliments were heard from 
out of State visitors upon the success 
of the 1919 Fair, one man from Massa­
chusetts said it was the cleanest Fair 
he ever attended.
No arrests, no disorder on the 
grounds during the four days is a pret­
ty good re ord. Air, Wilder as marshal 
and his assistants were on the job.
The Calais band under the leadership 
ot Leo Phelan rendered most satis­
factory service, plenty of music, lots 1 
ol “ Pep" with a varied program, cer­
tainly pleased all who heard them. j
Bert Lint the popular Fredericton { 
o’ ner of "Roy Vo!o" was the ope dri- j 
ver who always got a hand when he 
passed stand.
Mr. G,mr,-‘s Watson of Boston fa - 
i( ay ; ’"i for tr ■ Pa-kt'.rd Truck which
was exhibited by Ames & Hacker of 
Fort Fairfield made himself solid with 
the Fair management on get-away-day 
by volunteering to carry a load to 
Presque Isle.
The horse owners- not feeling any too 
well disposed toward the rafroads 
whose rates seemed e. xhorbrtant on 
racing equipment^ .lynocket^ down- 
their sulkies‘ and the*-large Packard 
truck took on a large load of sulkies 
and other goertlfi a«d struck out for 
Presque Isle.
The International truck shown by 
the Putnam Hardware (Jo. taking an­
other large load a little later.
The exhibition mjle driven by Fred­
dy Dunlap with A. J. Saunders’ colt in 
2.42, Friday attracted a deal of atten­
tion on account ..of'-the v ungsters age, 
he handling the reins like a veteran 
and the splendid gate of the colt, who 
is a handsome chestnut with much 
promise of speed.’"'
Program issued every Monday, bringing to ycur door mas 
— terpieces from the highest pa’ri a-tists i t  sersendom —
Program W eek of Se p t .  1
DeRUE BRO THE RS,  FRID AY
W E D N E S D A Y
• i W O M A N "
/ '  .'art's T e m p t a t i o n f r o m  t h e  d a --- < f  A d a m  m * ' v -  : •- s-
•i! i -  ( h e  - u e j e c t  o f t h i s  p i c t u r e .  T T  ' ’ a i t i f u l ] ) h - ) t " g r a -
y h y  w h i c h  r i ’. a l s  t h e c l a s s i c  p a i a f i n g s  in  a r t i s t i c l o v e l i n e s s
m  w o r t h  s e e i n g .
AIsc W E E K L Y  N EW S  and C U R R E N T  EVE N TS
DeRUE BRO THERS.  FRI DA Y
T H U R S D A Y
K A T H L E E N  C L IF F O R D
ill
The La w  that D ivides
.Just a page from real life.
W E E K L Y  C U R R E N T  E V E N T S  and COMED Y
DeRUE BROTHERS,  FRIDA Y
F R ID A Y
M A Y  A L L IS O N
in Light Alelodrama
The Is lan d  o f In trigu e
A N IM A L  R EEL and K A T Z E N JA M M E R  K IDS
D eR U E  B R O T H E R S  M IN S T R E L S
S A T U R D A Y  ~
C A T H E R IN E  C A L V E R T
in 5 reel Drama
M arr ia g e  fo r Convenience
An every day occurrence
Aiso Fox two reel Sunshine comedv “ His Musical Sneeze”
M O ND AY
L O U IS  B E N N IN S O X
in a 5 reel Comedy Drama
The R oad  Called Straight
FORD E D U C A T IO N A L  and N EW  YORK V O D -A -V IL  
DeRUE B RO TH ERS, FR ID A Y  
TU E S D A Y
GEO. W A L S H
in 5 reel Comedy
Help. H elp, Police
Full of Excitement. Thrills ami Cmm-dy 
M arie Walcamp in “T H E  RED G LO VE”', the biggest seri­
al of the times.
M U T T  &, JE FF  in Funny Cartoons
K l a r k - U r b a n  Co. T bu rs.* Fri.» S a l.
Get Y o u r  T ick e ts  N o w
THE FtUM F A M IL Y  
. a n d  T h i s  
/ A n . 0 0  r . f a  vo R  n e l
H E R E ’S MA and PA T H E Y  ARC P IC T U R E  FA N S and * 0  
IS JACK and M A BLE S TR A IG H T  TO  T H E  fE M P L E  T H IS  
F A M IL Y  GOES A FTE R  L E A V IN G  T H E  SU PPER  T A B L E
